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Pose variability represents one of the major problems not satisfactory solved yet by the existing 
face-recognition technology. Recent advancements in facial landmark localization and image 
alignment have made it possible to devise new methods and techniques to mitigate this problem and 
successfully match facial images captured under significantly different viewpoints (or poses). In 
this talk, we will discuss some of the methods that can be used to address pose variability in facial 
recognition systems and present our recent work on (a) facial landmark detection from 2D and 3D 
data, (b) face frontalization, and (c) reposing of facial images. We will elaborate on some of the 
recent trends in the area of facial alignment and highlight other application areas where the 
presented techniques can be used as well.  
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Abstract— This paper proposes a face recognition system that 
can be used to effectively match a face image scanned from an 
identity (ID) document against the face image stored in the bio-
metric chip of such a document. The purpose of this specific face 
recognition algorithm is to aid the automatic detection of forged 
ID documents where the photography printed on the document’s 
surface has been altered or replaced. The proposed algorithm uses 
a novel combination of texture and shape features together with 
subspace representation techniques. In addition, the robustness of 
the proposed algorithm when dealing with more general face 
recognition tasks has been proven with the Good, the Bad & the 
Ugly (GBU) dataset, one of the most challenging datasets contain-
ing frontal faces. The proposed algorithm has been complemented 
with a novel method that adopts two operating points to enhance 
the reliability of the algorithm’s final verification decision. 

Keywords—face recognition, shape and texture combined 
features, detection of forged IDs 

I. INTRODUCTION

Even though the first successful face recognition algorithms 
dated from the late eighties, it is still a vibrant area of research 
with new and better techniques appearing every year. One of the 
main reasons for the popularity of face recognition is the wide 
range of potential applications, including access control, identi-
fication systems, surveillance, and identity verification, to name 
but a few. This paper investigates the applicability of face recog-
nition to the authentication of biometric ID documents, i.e., the 
process of analysing an ID document in order to prove its legit-
imacy. ID documents are specifically designed with security fea-
tures (watermarks, holograms, special materials, etc.) to avoid 
counterfeiting and forgery. A counterfeit document is a com-
plete reproduction of a document from scratch to resemble an 
officially issued document, whereas a forged document is a gen-
uine document that has been illegally altered in some way.  

Some organisations have studied how to detect fraudulent 
identity documents by examining their security features [1], [2]. 
This can be done manually by human operators, or automatically 
by processing the document electronically. In practice, the most 
effective method is a combination of both: documents are elec-
tronically validated and referred to a human operator when the 
automatic electronic validation fails for any reason. Nowadays, 
millions of ID documents are manually examined by human op-
erators every day in different businesses and organisations. 
Thus, this study is motivated by the growing need for automatic 
or semi-automatic methods for authenticating ID documents. 

This paper introduces an additional automatic validation check 
to detect forged documents by using face recognition for the 
comparison of the image printed on the ID document to the im-
age stored in the ID document’s biometric chip. This validation 
check aims to reduce one common method of forgery, namely 
photography substitution [1], [2].  

The problem presented here is a specific face recognition 
case since it effectively compares whether the images them-
selves are identical (i.e. derived from the same camera shot). 
Hence, the main difficulties arise from the presence of water-
marks, holograms, reflections and other imperfections on the 
scanned image as shown in Fig. 1. Other studies [3], [4] have 
investigated the problem of matching degraded face images 
scanned from passports to high-resolution digital face images. 
Those studies have proposed pre-processing methods to improve 
the quality of the scanned face images for their later use in a face 
recognition algorithm. While these pre-processing steps are 
likely to improve the overall performance, they are intrinsically 
domain specific. By not applying any domain specific pre-pro-
cessing, the proposed algorithm is more generalised and can be 
used to compare any two face images. In order to test its accu-
racy for both the specific application considered here as well as 
more general face recognition applications, the proposed algo-
rithm has been evaluated on two different datasets, namely (i) a 
proprietary dataset (hereinafter referred to as the BiometricID 
dataset) containing face images scanned from ID documents and 
digital images from the biometric chip of those documents; and 
(ii) the Good, the Bad & the Ugly (GBU) dataset, which contains
pairs of frontal face images with three levels of difficulty [5].

The proposed face recognition method is based on the fusion 
of texture-based features and shape-based features. In particular, 
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors are used 
to extract the texture features, and a set of coefficients that rep-
resent relative distances between pairs of facial landmarks is 
used to describe the shape of the face. These two different types 
of features are further processed using Principal Component  

Fig. 1. Example of image printed on an ID document (left) and image stored 
in the biometric chip of the same document (right). 
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Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to 
project the features to a lower dimensional and more discrimi-
nating space. Furthermore, the use of two operating points is 
proposed to provide a greater degree of control over the verifi-
cation decision.  

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 
II provides a subject review with a focus on the approaches 
adopted in this study. Section III describes the proposed algo-
rithm in detail and Section IV presents and analyses the experi-
mental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.  

II. SUBJECT REVIEW

A. Face Alignment with Constrained Local Neural Field
The term face alignment is typically used in the literature to 

refer to the automatic detection of facial landmarks in a face im-
age or video in order to support further processing. Those land-
marks can be used to normalise faces to a canonical view using 
2D or 3D transformations or to extract shape features out of the 
face image. The algorithm proposed in this paper makes use of 
the Constrained Local Neural Field (CLNF) algorithm [6], an 
extension of the Constrained Local Model (CLM) [7]. CLM and 
CLNF are based on the popular Active Appearance Model 
(AAM) method [8]. AAM is a statistical model of shape and tex-
ture created from a training set of manually annotated face im-
ages and subsequently used to fit new unseen images. The fitting 
process starts by placing landmark points on an image using the 
mean location of each landmark in the training set. Then, the 
texture residual between the current estimate and the model is 
calculated, and the shape parameters updated in order to mini-
mise that residual. In both CLM and AAM methods, a set of 
rigid and non-rigid shape parameters 𝐩 = [𝑠, 𝐑, 𝐭, 𝐪] models the 
positions of the predefined set of landmarks 

𝐱 = 𝑠𝐑(�̅� + 𝚽𝐪) + 𝐭, (1) 

where 𝐱 are the locations of the set of facial landmarks defining 
the face shape in the given image, �̅� the mean shape of the faces 
in the training set, 𝚽 the principal component matrix describing 
the modes of variation among the face shapes and 𝐪 a vector of 
weights that control the non-rigid shape defined by 𝐱. The rigid 
shape transformations are controlled by a scaling term 𝑠, a trans-
lation term 𝐭, and a rotation matrix 𝐑. 

CLM methods offer better performance than AAM by using 
local descriptors to represent the texture surrounding each land-
mark location instead of utilising a global texture model of the 
whole face. The CLNF method, in particular, uses a local de-
scriptor based on a neural network with one hidden layer and 
similarity and sparsity spatial constraints in the output to en-
hance the accuracy [6].  

B. Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
SIFT descriptors have been extensively used in object and 

face recognition [9]. The original SIFT algorithm [10] finds key 
points on an image and calculates a descriptor for each one of 
these key points. This section summarises how to calculate the 
descriptor. The process of finding the key points is not discussed 
here since the algorithm proposed in Section III calculates de-
scriptors on fixed locations within the image. 

Fig. 2. Orientation histograms created from gradients sampled over a 16 x 16 
region. The Gaussian weighting function is represented with a circular window 
on the left figure. Image taken from [11]. 

The first step is to compute gradients in a region of 16 x 16 
pixels around the centre of the key point. Then, the magnitude 
of each gradient is weighted using a Gaussian weighting func-
tion to avoid abrupt changes in the descriptor and give less em-
phasis to gradients located far from the centre. Orientation his-
tograms of 8 bins are then created using gradients within 4 x 4 
sub regions. In an orientation histogram the bins can be repre-
sented by vectors pointing to different directions, where the 
length of each vector is the magnitude of the corresponding bin 
(see Fig. 2). The final descriptor is formed by concatenating the 
magnitudes of the bins of all the orientation histograms in the 16 
x 16 region. Since there are 4 x 4 histograms, each containing 8 
bins, the dimension of the descriptor is 128 [10]. 

C. PCA and LDA in Face Recognition
The Eigenfaces algorithm based on PCA was one of the first 

successful face recognition techniques [12], and although its per-
formance has since been surpassed by more advanced algo-
rithms, PCA is still a relevant technique used in many modern 
face recognition algorithms. One of the limitations of PCA is 
that it does not use class labels, meaning that faces from the same 
identity and faces from different identities are treated in the same 
way. 

LDA is a similar approach to PCA but uses the class (iden-
tity) labels to find a projection that minimises the variation 
within the classes while maximising the variation between clas-
ses, i.e., the identity labels are used to reduce intra-person vari-
ations while increasing inter-person variations. PCA is typically 
used before LDA to reduce the dimensionality of the input fea-
ture vector, as LDA does not perform well when the within-class 
scatter matrix is not well estimated. This happens when there are 
not enough samples in the training set compared to the high di-
mensionality of the input feature vector [13], [14]. This combi-
nation of PCA before LDA has been adopted in this work. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Face Normalisation
The Viola-Jones object detector [15] is applied to detect the 

position of the face(s) in a given image. In order to perform face 
alignment, the CLNF landmark detector is used to locate a set of 
68 landmarks in each face [6]. Once the landmarks have been 
located, the positions of the pupils (which are found at the inter-
secting point defined by the landmarks surrounding the eye 
sockets) are used to normalise the face images to a common 
scale (128 x 128 pixels) and crop area, with the eyes located at 
fixed locations. Lastly, the image is converted to greyscale. 
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Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating the face representation step of the proposed algorithm. The figures below each block indicate the number of dimensions after each step.

B. Face Representation
The face images are represented in two steps: firstly, a num-

ber of features are calculated to extract relevant information that 
are more informative than the raw pixels; secondly, the extracted 
features are transformed using machine learning techniques in 
order to create feature vectors that are more discriminating and, 
ideally, unique to each person. 

1) Feature Extraction
Two different types of features are calculated in the proposed

algorithm: texture-based features and shape-based features. 

Texture features are the most popular kind of features for 
face recognition. They can represent more information than 
shape features as they are directly computed from the raw pixels. 
Shape features are usually calculated from landmark locations 
within the face image, which means that their reliability depends 
heavily on the accuracy of the landmark localisation algorithm. 
On the other hand, shape features can improve robustness in sit-
uations when the appearance of a face changes but not its geom-
etry, for example, comparing face images of the same person 
with and without facial hair, makeup, or glasses. In this work, 
shape features are fused with texture features to boost the recog-
nition accuracy of the proposed algorithm. 

Fig. 4. The Euclidean distance between the highlighted landmarks when the 
expression is neutral (left image) is 100.60, and 101.41 when the expression is 
smiling (right image), i.e. the relative distance between the landmarks remains 
almost the same. On the other hand, the misalignment of the landmark in the 
right corner of the mouth when the person smiles is 20.52 with respect to the 
case in which the expression is neutral. 

a) Texture features
Inspired by [16], [17], the texture features used in the pro-

posed algorithm consist of SIFT descriptors densely extracted 
from local patches across the face image. In particular, 64 SIFT 
descriptors with a radius of 6 pixels are extracted from a 8 x 8 
grid of fixed key points as shown in the top half of Fig. 2.  

b) Shape features
The shape features used in the proposed algorithm are Eu-

clidean distances between pairs of landmarks. The distances are 
calculated after normalising the face image so that the effect of 
scaling is removed. The total number of possible distances is 
given by (𝑛

2
) = 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/2, where 𝑛 is the total number of 

landmarks. As shown in the bottom half of Fig. 3, 68 landmarks 
are used resulting in a total number of landmark distances of 
2,278. 

Other studies have considered the use of landmarks for face 
representation. For example, the use of landmark coordinates 
and distances between pairs of landmarks has been studied in 
[18]. Their ratio-based model is very similar to the approach 
adopted in this paper. However, they made use of fewer land-
mark points and removed half of the distances due to the simi-
larity between both sides of the face. In contrast, the approach 
adopted in this work uses all the possible landmark points to rep-
resent as much shape information as possible. In [19] the use of 
landmark locations for affine-invariant shape representation is 
studied. However, shape variations encountered in real datasets 
are not only a result of affine transformations but also of non-
rigid transformations caused by, for example, changes in facial 
expression. As shown in Fig. 4 the shape features based on dis-
tances between pairs of landmarks are more robust to facial ex-
pressions than the shape features based on landmark locations. 

2) Subspace Representation
Multivariate statistical tools can be used to transform a high

dimensional space spanned by a large number of features into a 
lower dimensional space that retains the most useful information 
for discriminating the original samples. 
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As suggested in Section II.C, the proposed algorithm uses a 
common method in face recognition wherein LDA is applied to 
the subspace obtained by first applying PCA to the input data. In 
this work, PCA+LDA projections are used to independently 
transform the space spanned by each SIFT descriptor and the 
space spanned by the shape features. Other studies [17], [20], 
[21] have used a random sampling technique [22] to reduce the
dimensionality of very high dimensional feature spaces (e.g. the
space that would result from concatenating all the shape and tex-
ture features). However, independently applying PCA+LDA to
lower dimensional spaces as proposed here has the advantage of
eliminating the need of such random sampling techniques,
which might otherwise accidentally remove highly discriminat-
ing features.

Using a PCA that retains 98% of the original variance, the 
128-dimensional SIFT descriptors become (on average) 73-di-
mensional when the FRGC dataset is used for training (see Sec-
tion IV.B), and the 2,278-dimensional vector representing the 
landmark distances becomes 40-dimensional. The observed sig-
nificant reduction in dimensionality of both the texture and 
shape vectors, notwithstanding the retention of 98% of the vari-
ance in the data, substantiates the notion that many distances be-
tween pairs of landmarks must be highly correlated as they are 
calculated from landmarks being located next to each other. 

The next step is to combine the shape and texture features. 
First, all the PCA+LDA projected texture features are concate-
nated resulting in a 4,670-dimensional vector (64 × ~73) and 
normalised to unit 𝐿2-norm. The PCA+LDA projected shape
features are normalised in the same way prior to being concate-
nated with the texture features. The feature vector resulting from 
concatenating the shape and texture features is 4,710-dimen-
sional (4,670 texture features and 40 shape features) and might 
contain redundant information. For this reason, another 
PCA+LDA transformation is performed to project the infor-
mation contained in the concatenated texture and shape features 
into a more discriminating feature space with even lower dimen-
sionality. In this case a PCA retaining 90% of the variance is 
performed to reduce the dimensionality to 265 before applying 
LDA. A diagram describing the entire face representation step is 
depicted in Fig. 2. 

Another way of fusing multiple modalities such as face tex-
ture and shape is to have separate recognition algorithms for 
each modality and then combine their scores [19]. However, fea-
ture-level fusion has the advantage of having to train a single 
algorithm, and eliminates the need to optimise the fusion 
weighting. Liu and Wechsler [23] used a feature-level fusion 
method similar to the one proposed here. However, the input 
features in [23] are the raw image pixels and the landmark coor-
dinates instead of the more informative features considered in 
this study. 

C. Face Matching
In this work, the matching score between two feature vectors 

𝐚 and 𝐛 is calculated using the cosine similarity: 

cos(𝐚, 𝐛) =
𝐚 ∙ 𝐛

‖𝐚‖‖𝐛‖
. (2) 

Typically, the operating point of the algorithm is determined 
by a threshold 𝑡 used to decide whether two face images match 
or not. This threshold defines the true and the false acceptance 
rates (TAR and FAR) and the true and the false rejection rates 
(TRR and FRR). When analysing such a conventional biometric 
system that operates with one threshold only, the verification ac-
curacy is completely specified by the pair of error rates FAR and 
FRR, as TAR = 1 − FRR and TRR = 1 − FAR. As shown in 
Fig. 5, with one threshold and one operating point, FRR can be 
reduced arbitrarily at the expense of increasing FAR and vice 
versa. 

In order to alleviate the conflict between FRR and FAR, an 
approach that uses two thresholds, i.e., two operating points, is 
adopted here. In this approach, the higher threshold 𝑡ℎ controls
the accepted comparisons (TAR and FAR), whereas the lower 
threshold 𝑡𝑙 controls the rejected comparisons (TRR and FRR).
A matching score in between the two operating points would 
yield an undetermined result. As shown in Fig. 6, this approach 
allows both FRR and FAR to be reduced at the same time, as 
they are determined separately by two different thresholds. In 
real applications, it is often desirable to achieve very low error 
rates whilst it is acceptable to have a certain number of undeter-
mined cases, which might be handled further in a specific way 
(e.g. by manual inspection). Therefore, the introduction of a sec-
ond threshold represents a significant improvement in terms of 
the applicability of face verification in practice. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents details about the protocol and the da-
tasets adopted for the evaluation of the proposed algorithm (Sec-
tion IV.A), the subsets used for training (Section IV.B), and the 
evaluation results (Section 0).  

A. Evaluation Protocol and Datasets
The protocol adopted for the evaluation of the algorithm is 

based on the protocol as defined by NIST for its face recognition 
challenges [24]. In this protocol, the algorithms are tested by 
comparing all the images in a target set to all the images in a 
query set. The resulting scores are used to generate a Receiver 
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve that plots TAR against 
FAR. 

The proposed algorithm is evaluated on two different datasets. 
The BiometricID set is a proprietary database where for each 
subject there are face images scanned from his/her ID document 
(i.e. scanned images with artifacts such as watermarks, holo-
grams, etc.), and the original digital face image obtained from 
the biometric chip of the same ID document (i.e. the RFID im-
age). For some subjects there are more than one scanned images 
(as the artifacts can vary from one scan to the next), and some 
others do not have any scanned or RFID image. In such cases, 
all the images are used to form additional matching or non-
matching pairs. For example, if a subject only has one scanned 
image and no RFID image, the scanned image is compared 
against all the RFID images in the evaluation set to produce ex-
tra non-matching pairs. In total, the target set contains 4,802 
RFID images and the query set 8,801 scanned images forming 
6,029 matching pairs and 42,256,373 non-matching pairs. 
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Fig. 5. ROC curve plotting FAR against FRR and a possible threshold. It can 
be seen the effect that increasing or decreasing the threshold 𝑡 has on TAR, 
FRR, FAR and TRR. 

The second database is the Good, the Bad and the Ugly pub-
lic dataset [5], one of the most challenging sets available to eval-
uate the performance of face recognition algorithms on frontal 
images. The GBU dataset is divided into three partitions. The 
Good partition consists of face pairs easy to match, the Bad par-
tition consists of face pairs with an average matching difficulty 
and the Ugly partition consists of face pairs difficult to match. 
The query and target sets of each partition contain 1,085 images 
from 437 subjects. The distribution of images on each query and 
target set, i.e., the number of images per subject, is the same 
across the three partitions. In total, there are 3,297 matching 
pairs and 1,179,928 non-matching pairs on each partition. 

B. Training
Two different sets of images have been used to train the al-

gorithm, one for each dataset evaluated in this study. One is a 
random subset of the BiometricID dataset for evaluation on the 
BiometricID dataset, and the other is a random subset of the 
FRGC dataset [25] for evaluation on the GBU dataset. Since the 
GBU dataset does not provide training images, the FRGC da-
taset is used as both of them contain images that were collected 
by the University of Notre Dame under similar conditions. 

The BiometricID training set contains 1,000 images from 
500 subjects, with 2 images per subject, one RFID image and 
one scanned image. Only 2 images per subject are used since any 
additional sample available for a subject is simply a different 
scan of the face image printed on the ID document. The training 
set used for evaluating the algorithms on the GBU dataset con-
tains 5,320 images of a total of 266 subjects from the FRGC da-
taset with 20 images per subject. Recognition of face images on 
the BiometricID dataset is considerably easier than recognition 
on the GBU dataset in the sense that the algorithm requires less 
training data to perform well on the BiometricID dataset.  This 
is because for the face images in the BiometricID dataset the 
PCA+LDA only needs to learn feature vectors to match two dif-
ferent versions of the same face image (RFID and scanned) and 
differentiate them from feature vectors generated for face im-
ages of other subjects; whereas the more general scenario pre-
sented by the GBU dataset requires similar (matching) feature   

Fig. 6. ROC curve plotting FAR against FRR and two possible thresholds. In 
comparison with Fig. 4, the introduction of the lower threshold 𝑡𝑙  allows to
reduce FRR at the expense of reducing TRR and having comparisons where the 
result is undetermined. In real applications this is often desirable, as the number 
of comparisons between non-matching faces is usually much lower than the 
number of comparisons between matching faces. 

vectors generated for various, and sometimes dramatically dif-
ferent, face images of each and every subject in the dataset. 

C. Results
The open source implementation of the 4SF algorithm de-

scribed in [16] has been chosen as the baseline for the perfor-
mance evaluation in this work. The 4SF algorithm is a good ex-
ample that makes use of local descriptors and subspace repre-
sentation. To focus the comparison on the face recognition ac-
curacy rather than on the face detection accuracy, the same face 
alignment technique has been adopted in both algorithms. For 
this reason, the 4SF algorithm was modified to use the CLNF 
landmark detector to locate the position of the eye pupils. More-
over, the 4SF algorithm is trained and evaluated using exactly 
the same images as the proposed algorithm. 

As seen in the ROC curves obtained with the BiometricID 
dataset (Fig. 7) and the GBU dataset (Fig. 8), the proposed algo-
rithm outperforms the baseline algorithm in all cases. This im-
plies that (i) the proposed combination of texture and shape fea-
tures possesses more discriminating information than texture 
features alone (at least when evaluating datasets that contain 
mainly frontal images), and (ii) the proposed PCA+LDA applied 
to multiple low dimensional spaces is a more effective dimen-
sionality reduction strategy than the random sampling technique 
used in 4SF. 

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel face recognition algorithm tai-
lored for a specific application scenario of face recognition that 
involves face images with added security features such as water-
marks and holograms for the detection of forged ID documents. 

Considering the similar face geometry across faces of the 
same subject, the proposed algorithm fuses face shape features 
with the commonly used face texture features. The high dimen-
sionality produced by the large number of shape and texture 
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Fig. 7. ROC curves on the BiometricID dataset using the 4SF algorithm and 
the proposed algorithm. 

 
Fig. 8. ROC curves on the Good, Bad and Ugly partition of GBU dataset 
using the 4SF algorithm and the proposed algorithm. 

features has been avoided by using multiple PCA+LDA trans-
forms. The proposed algorithm has achieved high accuracy for 
the specific application scenario considered here. In addition, the 
robustness of the proposed algorithm for more generic face 
recognition tasks has been confirmed by its performance on the 
GBU dataset, offering a good balance between training and ac-
curacy in the sense that there is no need to train using many thou-
sands of images as is the case with the latest face recognition 
algorithms based on deep learning [26]. 

Finally, it has been shown how the applicability of any face 
recognition algorithm in real applications can be benefited with 
the use of two thresholds to have a better control on the face 
recognition rates at the expense of having comparisons where 
the result is undetermined. 
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Abstract— Authorship-identification is an actual 
research area with different applications. Particularly it is a 
question if only highly specialised and well equipped entities 
could identify an author or it could be made by broader 
community via exploiting text.  In order to shed light on this 
question a very simple and computationally not demanding 
method for author identification was proposed based on lossless 
compression algorithms. In this paper another such method 
based on complexity is proposed and its verification on real data 
is presented. Results of experiments proved, that also such a 
simple method could be used successful identification of authors. 

 
Keywords— Authorship –identification; text; simple; method; 

complexity   

I.  INTRODUCTION  
In connection with Big Data and Cloud it would be useful 

to know if entities with comprehensive hardware and 
sophisticated algorithms could successfully identify an author 
of a text or if it could be done by broader community by using 
simple, computationally not demanding methods.  In order to 
contribute to answering this question a very simple method 
with low computational complexity for author identification 
was proposed based on lossless compression algorithms in [1]. 

In this contribution another simple method based on 
complexity is proposed and its verification on real data is 
presented. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II. new 
simple method for authorship identification from text is 
proposed. In Section III. experiments with real text 
information, namely sonnets and The Federalist Papers are 
described and their results are presented in tables. In Section 
IV. Some concluding remarks are given. 

II. NEW SIMPLE METHOD FOR AUTHORSHIP IDENTIFICATION 
In this manuscript we will under written text understand 

also text which is not written by hand but produced by digital 
terminals such as smartphones, laptops etc. In a digital form the 
graphical characteristics from a hand written text are lost and 
the authorship detection has to be based on other 
characteristics. It was observed, that such a text by a particular 
person is influenced by specific style of its author. It can 

influence the length of used words their position, repetition, 
frequency and other characteristics of the text. In digital 
domain, these artefacts could appear as bursts of identical 
subsequences (substrings). The consequence of this is that if 
we use lossless compression algorithm in which one text is 
used as a vocabulary for compression of the other one, the 
achieved reduction depends on the similarity of the two text 
data [1]. In this manuscript further simplification of this 
method is based on hypothesis that a complexity measurement 
of two concatenated textual strings from different authors is 
higher than the complexity of a string composed by pair of 
sequences from the same author. Therefore in this chapter we 
will first sketch some known measures of complexity and then 
present the simple method for authorship estimation based on 
their exploitation. 

A. Complexity 
Complexity in this paper will be used in its meaning as it is 

common in Information Theory. Namely complexity is used 
for information contents quantification of an object, usually a 
sequence via its shortest description. In other words if a 
sequence could be described by a short description it has also a 
low complexity. Longer sequence than a shorter one could 
have a lower complexity for example if some strings are 
repeated in the longer one. There are more known methods 
how to measure complexity. The basic concept was originally 
proposed by Kolmogorov [2] and later it inspired Ziv and 
Lempel to propose their measure for complexity in [3]. 

Let nsss 21S  and jii sssji 1),( S be a 
sequence with n symbols and its subsequence or string with 
length j ‒ i + 1 respectively.  The sequence S could be 
expressed as: 

),1(),,1(),,1()( 1211 mm sssssH  SSSS                (1) 

 In (1) )(SH  is history of S . One sequence could have 
many histories. Therefore the authors defined also complete 
history )(SE . In it no string could be repeated or in other 
words: 

)1,1(),(  jji SS                                  (2) 
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For example if DBAADCBAAS , than its 
history could be represented with different expressions, for 
example:  

DBAADCBAAH ,,,,,,,,)( S   

ABDABCDAAH ,,,,)( S  

ABDCDABAAH ,,,,)( S  

In this case AABDDCABAE ,,,,)( S .  

Ziv and Lempel defined complexity c  as the number of 
symbols in )(SE , which fulfils (2).  

 

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the algorithm LZ 76 

Let’s observe the following examples.   

GTTACCATGCAAA  

 

AACCACTGGCAC  

Unique histories of these sequences are: 

TGATACCTGACAE ,,,,,,)( A  

ATCTTGGAGATCE ,,,,,,)( B  

AACCCAGTGCAE ,,,,,,)( C  

We can see, that: 7)()()(  CBA ccc  

The complexity could be applied also on concatenation of two 
sequences in accordance with the algorithm in Fig. 2. 

For example unique histories of pairs AC  and BC are: 

AATCACGGTGATACCTGACAE ,,,,,,,,,)( AC  

AACCCAGTACGATCTTGGAGATCE ,,,,,,,,,,,)( BC  

12)(10)(  BCAC cc  

From this example one can conclude, that the sequence C is 
more similar to A than B is to A because: 

)(<)( BCAC cc  

However in this case the length of the sequences A and B is 
approximately equal. Via experiments it could be shown that 
the validity of it is also dependent on the length of the inputted 
sequences.  

Therefore in our method we will use following normalized 
quantities in order to estimate the similarity of two sequences: 

 

 )()(),()(max)( 221121211 SSSSSSSS ccccd    (3) 

 

 
 )(),(max

)()(),()(max)(
21

221121
212 SS

SSSSSSSS
cc

ccccd 
  (4) 

 

)()()()()( 221121213 SSSSSSSS ccccd   (5) 

 

)(
)()()()()(

21

221121
214 SS

SSSSSSSS
c

ccccd 
  (6) 

B. Method for authorship identification 
In our method two text strings are used as input. First from a 
set of possible known author and the second from an unknown, 
which we would like to identify. The pairs of strings are 
inputted into a software realized in accordance with the flow 
chart depicted in Fig. 2. The output are normalized complexity 
measures given by (3) – (6). The first authorship detection 
attempt is based on normalized measures )( 212 SSd  
and )( 214 SSd . If these parameters are minimal for the same 
author in the analyzed pairs, than the text is attributed to this 
author. In case of ambiguity also the other normalized 
measures )( 211 SSd , )( 213 SSd  are taken into account. In case 
that the ambiguity is not resolved than their complexity without 
normalization is also used as a decision factor. In order to do 
so, unique histories will be computed for all reference text 

TATTCAGGGATCB
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sequences and also for the tested ones using the algorithm in 
Fig. 1.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the algorithm for a pair of sequences 

III. METHOD VERIFICATION BY EXPERIMENTS WITH REAL TEXT 
In this chapter experiments results are presented obtained 

using the method on real text strings, namely sonnets and The 
Federalist Papers.  

A. Sonets 
Sonnets are ideal for verification of a new authorship 

detection methods because their text is strongly influenced by 
the style of the author. In case the new methods are not 
successful with sonnets, than the probability is low, that they 
will be appropriate for other text strings.  

In the first set of experiments we used one selected sonnet 
from Shakespeare as a reference string and two sets of sonnets, 
first one containing the same sonnet and 9 other sonnets from 
Shakespeare and the second one containing 10 sonnets from 
different randomly selected authors. The proposed method was 
implemented in MATLAB code.  The results of this 
experiments are in Tab. 1 

TABLE I.  RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH SONNETS FROM 
SHAKESPEARE VERSUS ONE SONNET FROM SHAKESPEARE 

Sonnet 
No. 

Shakespeare 
Complexity d2(S1, S1) d4(S1, S1) 

1 203 0.005 0.0099 
2 360 0.756 0.8694 
3 354 0.7574 0.8616 
4 359 0.7633 0.8611 
5 363 0.7559 0.8678 
6 348 0.7723 0.8678 
7 363 0.7703 0.8623 
8 369 0.7840 0.8618 
9 351 0.7673 0.8661 

10 356 0.7624 0.8455 

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH SONNETS FROM DIFFERENT 
AUTHORS VERSUS ONE SONNET FROM SHAKESPEARE 

Sonnet 
No. 

Different authors 
Complexity d2(S1, S1) d4(S1, S1) 

1 374 0.8 0.885 
2 370 0.7706 0.8757 
3 373 0.7703 0.882 
4 373 0.8143 0.8954 
5 372 0.8134 0.8925 
6 370 0.8038 0.8811 
7 368 0.846 0.8835 
8 369 0.7804 0.8835 
9 366 0.7736 0.8907 

10 364 0.802 0.8901 
 

The results of the experiments are favorable for validation 
of the proposed method. It could be observed that with one 
exception all sonnets from Shakespeare have lover complexity 
and normalized parameters )( 212 SSd  and )( 214 SSd , than the 
sonnets from other authors. One exception is the sonnet no. 8 
from Shakespeare. The probable reason for it is that the 
reference sonnet is to short and not enough similar expressions 
(substrings) was found in order to make the method more 
selective. Therefore in following set of experiments we 
augmented the reference string by concatenating more sonnets 
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from Shakespeare. The corresponding results of experiments 
are in Tab. III. And Tab. IV.  

Therefore we made another set of experiments with 
Shakespeare sonnets in which the reference string was 
composed of 2, 3 and 4 different concatenated sonnets. The 
results are given in Tab. III. And Tab. IV. Only )( 212 SSd is 
given there as it represents the founding, that using longer 
reference texts can improve the authorship detection also for 
the proposed method. One can observe that for the longest 
reference text string, there is no exception in correct 
assignment as was the case by previous experiments.  

TABLE III.  RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH SONNETS FROM 
SHAKESPEARE VERSUS MORE CONCATENATED SONNETS FROM SHAKESPEARE 

Sonnet 
No. 

d2(S1, S1) for sonnets from Shakespeare 
2 sonnets  

in reference  
3 sonnets  

in reference 
4 sonnets  

in reference 
1 0.05 0.598 0.7752 
2 0.756 0.8603 0.9150 
3 0.7574 0.8643 0.8616 
4 0.7633 0.8663 0.9116 
5 0.7559 0.8543 0.9083 
6 0.7723 0.8703 0.9150 
7 0.7703 0.8683 0.9183 
8 0.7840 0.8523 0.9060 

TABLE IV.  RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH SONNETS FROM OTHER 
AUTHORS VERSUS MORE CONCATENATED SONNETS FROM SHAKESPEARE 

Sonnet 
No. 

d2(S1, S1) for sonnets from different authors 
2 sonnets  

in reference  
3 sonnets  

in reference 
4 sonnets  

in reference 
1 0.8 0.8643 0.9083 
2 0.7706 0.8723 0.9183 
3 0.7574 0.8643 0.8616 
4 0.8143 0.8982 0.9284 
5 0.8134 0.8922 0.9340 
6 0.8038 0.8663 0.9196 
7 0.846 0.8723 0.9265 
8 0.7804 0.8822 0.9239 

 

We can conclude that the experiments with sonnets support 
the hypothesis, that the proposed method could be used for 
author detection and that longer reference text strings could 
improve its performance as was expected.  

B. The Federalist Papers 
In order to make the proposed method verification by other 

than text strings of artists, in this chapter The Federalist Papers 
are used in similar experiments as in previous subchapter. 
These is text, which advocates the ratification of United States 
Constitution. There are altogether 85 Federalist Papers from 3 
authors, namely John Jay, James Madison and Alexander 
Hamilton which published them under the same pseudonym. 
They were subject to authorship detection in past under usage 
of different methods. For papers no. 49, no. 50, no. 51, no. 52, 
no. 53, no. 54, no. 55, no. 56, no. 57, no. 58, no. 62 and no. 63. 

The detection of the author was most difficult. At the end it 
was discovered, that the author of all these texts is Madison. 
The results of the experiments are in Tab. V. and Tab. VI.  

TABLE V.  RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FEDERALIST PAPERS 
FROM HAMILTON VERSUS REFERENCE STRING HAMILTON 

No. 
Hamilton 

c d1 d2 d3 d4 
49 25251 23390 0.9673 24462 0.9688 
50 24959 23578 0.9751 24358 0.9759 
51 25397 23322 0.9646 24540 0.9663 
52 25396 23383 0.9671 24600 0.9687 
53 25615 23275 0.9626 24711 0.9647 
54 25463 23384 0.9671 24668 0.9688 
55 25504 23332 0.9650 24657 0.9668 
56 25194 23460 0.9703 24475 0.9715 
57 25608 23259 0.9620 24688 0.9641 
58 25547 23287 0.9631 24655 0.9651 
62 25706 23079 0.9545 24606 0.9572 
63 26162 22934 0.9485 24917 0.9524 

TABLE VI.  RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH THE FEDERALIST PAPERS 
FROM MADISON VERSUS REFERENCE STRING HAMILTON 

No. 
Madison 

c d1 d2 d3 d4 
49 25009 23112 0.9632 24126 0.9647 
50 24753 23352 0.9732 24110 0.9740 
51 25156 23056 0.9609 24217 0.9627 
52 25135 23068 0.9614 24208 0.9631 
53 25341 22993 0.9582 24339 0.9605 
54 25193 23069 0.9614 24267 0.9632 
55 25275 23062 0.9611 24342 0.9631 
56 24930 23184 0.9662 24119 0.9675 
57 25382 23030 0.9598 24417 0.9620 
58 25305 23001 0.9586 24311 0.9607 
62 25511 22904 0.9545 24420 0.9572 
63 25953 22732 0.9474 24690 0.9513 

 

From the results in Tab. V. and Tab VI. It could be seen 
that the correct author Madison of papers no.: 49, 50, 51, 52, 
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 63 will be detected. Only the paper no. 
62 will be attributed to Hamilton. The success rate of these 
experiments is more than 90%. This also confirms that the 
proposed method could be used for authorship detection.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this manuscript a very simple method for authorship 

detection was presented. Results of experiments verified its 
applicability, which makes it easy to be used by broader 
community of non-experts.  
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Abstract—This paper presents an approach to blending a de-

identified face region with its original background, for the purpose 
of completing the process of face de-identification. The re-
identification risk of the de-identified FERET face images has 
been evaluated for the k-Diff-furthest face de-identification 
method, using several face recognition benchmark methods 
including PCA, LBP, HOG and LPQ. The experimental results 
show that the k-Diff-furthest face de-identification delivers high 
privacy protection within the face region while blending the de-
identified face region with its original background may 
significantly increases the re-identification risk, indicating that de-
identification must also be applied to image areas beyond the face 
region. 

Keywords—face de-identification; privacy protection; face re-
identification; seamless cloning 

I. INTRODUCTION 
With the advance of sensor technology and the reduced cost 

of data storage, a huge amount of personal data are being 
collected at an increasing pace due to their economic and social 
values. Face biometric, one of the easiest biometrics to collect, 
is widely used in various application scenarios. Its popularity has 
boosted due to the recent breakthrough in pattern recognition 
using deep learning. The latest benchmark results on the LFW 
(Labelled Faces in the Wild) dataset showed that with a massive 
training set the performance of face recognition based on a deep 
convolutional neural network (CNN) successfully achieved a 
pair-wise verification accuracy of 99.77% [1]. Zhang et al. [2] 
showed that the person recognition rate could achieve 83.05% 
on a photo album, where only half of the images in the album 
contain a frontal face. 

However, such data often contain sensitive personal 
information, which has inevitably raised privacy concerns and 
been exploited in privacy attacks. The 1995 Data Protection 
Directive of the European Union (Directive 95/46/EC) [3] 
demands the deployment of appropriate technical and 
organizational measures to protect private information in the 
course of transferring or processing such data. This legal 
requirement along with ethical responsibilities has attracted 
intensive research effort in the field of de-identification [4], [5]. 
The goal of de-identification is twofold: privacy protection as 
well as data utility preservation. In such way, a de-identified 
dataset can be used as a replacement of its original dataset to 
facilitate further data analysis. 

Masking, blurring and pixilation are the ad hoc face de-
identification methods that were widely used in the past. 
However these methods do not achieve their goal of privacy 
protection as the blurring process is revisable while the identity 
in a pixelated or masked face image can be 100% recognised by 
parrot recognition [4]. Furthermore, all of these ad hoc methods 
are destructive and destroy data utility. 

The k-Same-Pixel/Eigen face de-identification method was 
the first successful face de-identification method in terms of 
privacy protection. The k-Same methods guarantee a re-
identification risk lower than 1/k. However, the original k-Same-
Pixel/Eigen method has some limitations, including ghost 
artefacts in the de-identified image, k-dependant performance, 
loss of data utility and loss of data diversity, etc. Some of these 
limitations have been successfully addressed. For example, k-
Same-M [5] face de-identification eliminated ghost artefacts by 
aligning faces in the Active Appearance Models. To further 
improve the privacy protection performance, k-Same-furthest 
[6] and k-Diff-furthest [7] face de-identification methods were 
proposed by the authors and their privacy protection 
performance with some moderate datasets were presented. This 
paper presents the work that has been carried out to close the 
loop of face de-identification, where the de-identified face 
region is blended back with the background of the original face 
image. Furthermore, the privacy protection performance of the 
previously proposed  k-Diff-furthest methods has been evaluated 
with the benchmark dataset FERET, before and after 
background blending. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II 
explains the main techniques used in this work. Section III 
describes our work on closing the loop of face de-identification. 
Section IV evaluates the privacy protection performance of the 
proposed face de-identification methods. Finally, Section V 
summarises the key findings and proposes future work. 

II. SUBJECT REVIEW 

A. Face Modelling 
Active Appearance Model (AAM) is a statistical approach to 

object modelling. In AAMs, each face image region is 
represented as a combination of a face shape model and a face 
texture model. The face shape is defined by the locations of a set 
of pre-defined facial landmarks and the shapeless texture is 
generated by warping the original face onto a common shape. 
An AAM is established through training, where Principal 
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Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to both the shapes and the 
textures of the faces in the training set for the purpose of 
dimensionality reduction. As a result, only the first 𝑛 shape PCA 
eigenvectors {𝑠1, … , 𝑠𝑛} and the first 𝑚 texture PCA 
eigenvectors {𝐴1, … , 𝐴𝑚} are used by the trained AAM to 
represent a given face image. For a given face image, the trained 
AAM generates its shape as 𝑠 = 𝑠0 + ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑠𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1 , and its texture 

as 𝐴 = 𝐴0 + ∑ 𝜆𝑖𝐴𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 , where 𝑠0 and 𝐴0 are respectively the 

average shape and texture over the training set, shape parameters 
𝐩 ∈  ℝ𝑛 and texture parameters 𝛌 ∈ ℝ𝑚. Typically, when shape 
and texture parameters are combined together, a scaling factors 
is applied to one of the two parameter sets, e.g. in the format of 
{𝑊𝑠𝑝1 , … , 𝑊𝑠𝑝𝑛 , 𝜆1, … , 𝜆𝑚} , to make sure they share a common 
range. AAMs have been used in face de-identification to not 
only extra shape and texture features from given face images but 
also to synthesise new face images. Some face features are not 
identity related and but will affect the visual quality of the de-
identified images in forms of ghost artefacts (e.g. glasses, beard 
and moustache) or unnatural skin tone (e.g. illumination 
condition). To make sure good visual quality of the de-identified 
face images, some non-identity related factors are removed in 
this work by excluding face images with such non-identity 
features from the AAM training set. More details of this is given 
in Section III with example result images. 

B. The k-Diff-furthest Face De-identification Method 
The k-Same methods (k-Same-Pixel, k-Same-M, k-Same-

furthest, etc.) all performs face de-identification by applying 
microaggregation to the original face images, where the set of 
original faces are divided into clusters of k and, for each cluster 
formed, all the original faces in the cluster are de-identified with 
the average of that cluster. As each de-identified face image 
appears in the de-identified image set k times and it can be 
matched, at best, with one of its k original faces, all k-Same 
method can guarantee a re-identification risk lower than 1/k for 
their de-identified faces. 

To further reduce the re-identification risk, the k-Same-
furthest method was proposed. It minimises the association 
between subjects and their face data by introducing data 
swapping after microaggragation. In each iteration of de-
identification, k-Same-furthest forms two clusters, each of size 
k, among the remaining original faces and ensures the distance 
of the two formed clusters is maximised. Unlike k-Same-Pixel 
and k-Same-M, the k-Same-furthest method de-identifies the 
faces in one cluster using the average of the other cluster rather 
than its own. A similar clustering approach has been adopted in 
the MDAV-generic to form clusters of size k [8]. As stated in 
[8], optimal clustering is NP-hard. The clustering approach of 
[8] as well as the k-Same-furthest method is near-optimal. The 
main differences between the k-Same-furthest and the MDAV-
generic method are: 1) MDAV-generic always uses the average 
of the remaining data to form the next pair of clusters while k-
Same-furthest forms the next cluster pair based on a randomly 
selected face. As a result, any two runs of the k-Same-further 
method could hardly produce identical results. 2) Overlapping 
between each pair of clusters is prevented in k-Same-furthest to 
minimise re-identification risk (mathematical proof of this has 
been given in [7]). And 3) k-Same-furthest applies data 
swapping between each pair of clusters while MDAV-generic as 
a microaggregation method, it does not adopt data swapping. 

In a set of k-Same de-identified face images, there are at least 
𝑘 subjects sharing the same de-identified face, making it 
impossible to distinguish let alone track individuals. In 
information theory, entropy of a data set is defined as the 
negative of the logarithm of its probability distribution. 
Repetition of data in k-Same face de-identification inevitably 
leads to entropy loss or information loss. Let 𝐅orig =
 {Γ1, … , Γ𝑀} be a set of 𝑀 face images and be person-specific 
(i.e. one image per person). Let 𝐅𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑑  denote the de-identified 
version of 𝐅𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔. The entropy of 𝐅𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔 and  𝐅𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑑  is given in (1) 
and (2), respectively.  

 𝐻(𝐅orig) = − ∑ P(Γ𝑖) log2 P(Γ𝑖)
𝑀
𝑖=1 = − log2

1

𝑀
 (1) 

 𝐻(𝐅𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑑) = − ∑ 𝑃(Γ𝑑𝑖) log2 𝑃(Γ𝑑𝑖) ≤ − log2
𝑘

𝑀

⌊
𝑀

𝑘
⌋

𝑖=1
  

                        = − log2
1

𝑀
− log2 𝑘 = 𝐻(𝐅𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔) − log2 𝑘   (2) 

It is easy to see that 𝐻(𝐅𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔) > 𝐻(𝐅𝑑𝑒𝑖𝑑) as 𝑘 > 1, 
meaning that information has been lost through the 
microaggreation process in k-Same face de-identification. This 
information loss is due to a decrease in data diversity but it is the 
mechanism adopted in all k-Same face de-identification methods 
for achieving a guaranteed re-identification risk lower than 1/𝑘. 

To prevent information loss, we have maintained data 
diversity in the de-identified face set and proposed the k-Diff-
furthest face de-identification method [7]. Like the k-Same-
furthest method, k-Diff-furthest forms two non-overlapping 
clusters in each iteration. However, it swaps the cluster centres 
without aggregating the faces in each cluster. There are two 
contributions of k-Diff-furthest. Firstly, the entropy of the de-
identified dataset is the same as that of the original dataset, 
which means each subject gets a unique de-identified face. The 
privacy protection performance of the proposed k-Diff-furthest 
method is evaluated in Section IV where the re-identification 
risk of the k-Diff-furthest de-identified faces is always near-zero. 

C. Re-identification Risk of the De-identified Faces 
Three types of re-identification attack can be used to test the 

protection performance of the de-identification results [4]. The 
first type of attack is termed naïve recognition, in which the 
original face images are used as the gallery and de-identified 
face images as the probes. The second type of attack is termed 
reverse recognition, in which the de-identified face images are 
used as the gallery and the original face images as the probes. 
The third type of attack is termed parrot recognition. The word 
‘parrot’ means that the de-identification technique is duplicated 
by the attacker and the set of de-identified face images generated 
by the attacker is used as probes to match with the published 
version of the de-identified face image set. As mentioned in 
Section II.B, in each iteration of k-Same/Diff-furthest face de-
identification two clusters are formed based on a randomly 
selected face. This means it is highly unlikely to repeat the same 
random selections and produce the same set of de-identified 
faces. In other words, parrot recognition does not work on either 
k-Same-furthest or k-Diff-furthest method. 
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TABLE I.  KEY PARAMETERS OF THE FACE RECOGNITION METHODS 
USED IN THE EVELUATION EXPERIMENTS 

Feature Parameter values Distance measurement 
PCA – Euclidean distance 

LBP radius = 1, 
neighbours = 8 Chi-squared distance 

HOG cell = 10 × 10, 
orientations = 16 Cosine distance 

LPQ cell = 10 × 10 Cosine distance 
 

In our work, AAM is used as the face descriptor. The 
proposed face de-identification methods form clusters based on 
Euclidean distance in the AAM feature space. Experimental 
results from our previous work [6], [9] showed that the re-
identification risk is near zero if the attacker uses AAM face 
representation and matches faces based on Euclidean distance as 
well. To fully evaluate the privacy protection performance of our 
proposed methods, further evaluation experiments have been 
conducted which used various face representation models and  
distance measures, including Eigenface (PCA) [10], Local 
Binary Patterns (LBPs) [11], Histogram of Oriented Gradient 
(HOG) [12] and Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) features [13]. 
TABLE I summarises the key parameters of these face 
recognition benchmark methods. In addition, k-Nearest 
Neighbours method has been used to find the top match; and the 
dimension of both HOG features and LPQ features were reduced 
to 500 by applying PCA. 

III. BLENDING THE DE-IDENTIFIED FACE WITH ITS ORIGINAL 
IMAGE BACKGROUND 

So far, all the published face de-identification methods focus 
on the isolated face region in the original images. The result 
images presented in the publications are composed of a de-
identified face region and a blank background. The second 
column of Fig. 1 show the examples. As shown in the examples, 
the face region exclude hair, the ears, the forehead, the neck, the 
rest of the human body and the shooting environment. However, 
real life applications always prefer a face with a background. As 
stated, the background here means the rest of the human body 
and the shooting environment that are presented in the original 
image. In the case of face de-identification, this leads to the 
demand of blending the de-identified face region back onto its 
original image background. 

One of the main challenges in this task is given by the 
noticeable differences between the original and the de-identified 
faces in terms of skin tone, illumination, direction of lighting, 
etc. Previous research in the field of face swapping and image 
editing has investigated similar problems and has provided 
several useful solutions to this challenge. The study on face 
swapping in [14] used one recolouring method followed by one 
relighting method to adjust the skin tone. Impett et al. [15] used 
histogram matching in the RGB space to allow real-time 
operation. As real-time operation is not a priority for our work 
at this stage, the more powerful but more time-consuming 
method of Poisson seamless cloning [16] has been used to 
achieve a better visual quality of the blended images. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the face de-identification process 
changes not only the texture of a face but also the shape of the 

face. As a result, the shape of the new face might not fit within 
the original image background or the new shape may be too 
small to cover the area of the original face completely. This 
means a simple replacement would not generate satisfying 
results. One approach to this challenge could be warping the new 
face texture to the original face shape, where the shape of the 
original face would be recovered in the de-identified image and 
hence the face would fit perfectly with the original image 
background. However, the shape of a face contains rich personal 
identifiable information [17]. Bringing back the original face 
shape would significantly degrade the privacy protection 
performance of a face de-identification system. Therefore, the 
new shape of the de-identified face must be maintained after 
being blended with the original background.  

To maintain the new shape of the de-identified face region, 
a different approach has been taken in this work, where the 
background of the original face image is deformed to make just 
enough room to fit the new shape of the face region. The 
deformation of the background is achieved using Moving Least 
Squares [18] by solving the best affine transformation 𝑙𝑣(𝑥) that 
minimizes ∑ 𝑤𝑖|𝑙𝑣(𝑝𝑖) − 𝑞𝑖|

2
𝑖  where {𝑝𝑖} is a set of original 

points and {𝑞𝑖} is the target deformed positions of  {𝑝𝑖}. In our 
work, {𝑝𝑖} and {𝑞𝑖} each are the set of facial contour landmarks 
as defined in [19]. {𝑝𝑖} are the contour landmarks of the original 
face in the original image. {𝑞𝑖} are the aligned landmark 
positions of the de-identified face region. In this work, the de-
identified face region is aligned to the original face region using 
inner corners of the eyes and tip of the nose. 

The employment of background deformation has two 
contributions to a face de-identification system. The first 
contribution is a better visual quality of the de-identified face 
image. Fig. 1 shows the blending results of two de-identified 
faces without and with background deformation. As shown in 
the second image of Fig. 1 (c), unexpected white spots has 
appeared on the sides of the face as this de-identified face is 
wider than its original face. In Poisson blending, the new colours 
(or the new skin tone) of the de-identified face is calculated pixel 
by pixel based on the colours of the neighbourhood pixels in the 
destination image (i.e. the original face image in our case). When 
the de-identified face region is more narrow than its original face 
region (as in the first row of Fig. 1), for the pixels on either side 
of the de-identified face, their neighbourhood pixels from the 
destination (original) image are pixels within the original face 
region carrying the original skin tone. Therefore, after Poisson 
blending, the side of the de-identified face would be colour-
matched to the skin tone of the original face and hence the rest 
of the body (e.g. the ears, the forehead and the neck). The same 
applies to the inner pixels of the de-identified face (e.g. the 
redness on the cheeks). In contrast, when a de-identified face is 
wider than its original face (as in the second row of Fig. 1), for 
the pixels on either side of the de-identified face, their 
neighbourhood pixels from the destination (original) image are 
pixels outside the original face region carrying colours from the 
original background. As the original face has a white 
background, without background deformation white spots has 
appeared on both sides of the de-identified face after Poisson 
blending (as shown in the second image of Fig. 1 (c)). 
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Fig. 1. Blending results of de-identified face regions. (a) Original face images. 
(b) De-identified face region. (c) De-identified face image without 
background deformation. (d) De-identified face image with background 
deformation. Without background deformation, original face shape of (a) 
is restored in (c); while the shape of (b) is kept in (d) through background 
deformation.  

 
Original Reconstructed Original Reconstructed 

    
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Examples of reconstructed faces from face features 

IV. EVALUATION OF RE-IDENTIFICATION RISK 
This section evaluates the re-identification risk of the de-

identified face images generated by the k-Diff-furthest method.  

A. Dataset 
A subset of the FERET face dataset [20] containing 963 

subjects has been used in the experiments. This subset was 
chosen from the available images of 994 subjects to ensure that 
each subject has two colour frontal face images (‘fa’ and ‘fb’). 
All the ‘fa’ faces were used as the gallery in the re-identification 
tests to match against either the original version or the de-
identified version of the ‘fb’ faces. Fig. 5 shows the original ‘fa’ 
(the first row), the original ‘fb’ (the second row) and the de-
identified ‘fb’ (the last row) images for five subjects from the 
chosen FERET subset. As each pair of ‘fa’ and ‘fb’ images were 
taken at the same shooting session, they present a high degree of 
similarity and hence a challenge to our k-Diff-furthest face de-
identification method. 

B. Training of the AAM Face Representation Model 
In this study, all the k-Diff-furthest de-identified faces were 

generated with the same AAM, which was trained on a subset of 
the FERET dataset. The AAM training set contains 1952 colour 
images of frontal faces taken from the FERET dataset and all of 
them are without glasses, beard or moustache. The exclusion of 
such features has enabled the automatic removal of such non-
identity related features through AAM representation, as shown 
by the examples in Fig. 2. As a result, no faded (or averaged out) 
glasses frame, beard or moustache would appear on the resulting 
de-identified face images to degrade the visual quality of the 
image. In addition, it was observed that the most significant 
texture feature in our trained AAM describes merely the lighting 
condition of the images. To calibrate the lighting condition, the 
most significant texture feature is always set to its mean value 

(over the training set) for all the images represented in our face 
model.  

C. Re-identification Tests 
Before calculating face features with its face representation 

model, all face recognition systems isolate the face region from 
the background through cropping. Some systems crop the face 
region with a rectangular box while some systems define the 
face region with some facial landmarks (e.g. those on the 
eyebrows and the jawline as in our k-Diff-furthest method). In 
our re-identification tests, the face images were first aligned to 
the mean shape of the training set (approximately 200 × 200 
pixels) and then cropped by a rectangular box co-centred with 
the mean shape. The size of the cropping box is either 200 × 200 
or 300 × 300 pixels. The cropped images can be with or without 
a background. Fig. 3 shows the face images used in these re-
identification tests for an example subject. 

TABLE III presents the re-identification risk of the k-Diff-
furthest method measured in naïve recognition attacks against 
four face recognition methods. All the recognition rates in 
TABLE III are averages over 10 runs and are presented in the 
format of accuracy ± standard deviation. TABLE III (a) shows 
that without merging with the original background the de-
identified face regions generated by our k-diff-furthest method 
always present a near zero re-identification risk for all the 
benchmark face recognition methods tested. 

TABLAE III (b) shows the re-identification risk increases 
when the de-identified face region is blended with its original 
background. This is mainly due to the fact that the Passion 
blending process has brought the skin-tone and illumination of 
the original face image back to the de-identified face image. 
Furthermore, the more the original background in a cropped face 
image, the higher the re-identification risk will be. The results 
are under 7% and still acceptable when the face images were 
cropped with a 200 × 200 square. However, the level of re-
identification risk became unacceptably high when the face 
images were cropped with a 300 × 300 square, indicating that 
background areas around the face region may also contain 
personal identifiable information and de-identification must also 
be applied to these image areas to achieve complete privacy 
protection. Further experiments have been conducted to evaluate 
the re-identification risk presented by the background area alone. 
Results of these experiments are presented and discussed in the 
next sub-section. 

 Original fa Original fb De-id fb 
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Fig. 3. Example of faces of one person with 200 pixels square (inside yellow 

boxes) and 300 pixels square cropping 

    

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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TABLE IV shows the results of reverse recognition attacks, 
which are similar to those of naïve recognition attacks. All the 
de-identified face images yield a near zero re-identification risk 
when the background is excluded from the image but a much 
higher risk when the background is included. 

D. Background Attack to Face De-identification System 
As shown by TABLE III and TABLE IV the background 

area of an original face image presents personal identifiable 
information and can increase the re-identification risk when 
being blended with the de-identified face region. Here the 
background area may contain not only the background 
environment of the original image but also the hairstyle, the ear, 
the neck and the dressing style presented in the original image. 

This experiment aimed to investigate the possibility of using 
merely the background area of the original face image to attack 
the face de-identification system. Fig. 4 shows some example 
images used in this experiment. Background attack is a generic 
attack to any face de-identification method that modifies the face 
region only. The idea and implementation of this attack is basic. 
All the face images were applied with an inverse crop based on 
their facial landmarks, so that only the image area outside the 
face region was kept. Inverse crop has been used in face 
recognition to compare the recognition performance between 
human and computer [21], [22]. After inverse crop, the images 
were cropped into the size of 300 × 300 for face recognition. The 
experimental results are shown in TABLE II Comparing with 
the results shown in TABLE III, it is clear that the background 
area of the original image was the main contributor to the 
increase in the re-identification risk.  
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Fig. 4. Examples of inverse crop face images used in background attack 

experiment 

TABLE II.  RE-IDENTIFICATION RISK (%) OF INVERSE CROPPED FACE 
IMAGES 

Method 300 × 300 inverse crop 
Original De-id 

PCA 56.39 31.82 ± 0.89 
LBP 78.19 55.62 ± 0.68 
HOG 53.27 27.07 ± 1.09 
LPQ 60.44 32.88 ± 1.06 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The experiment results show that the k-Diff-furthest face de-

identification method provides high privacy protection within 
the face region. However, blending the de-identified face to its 
original background increases the re-identification risk. 
Although a face recognition software focuses on the cropped 
face region, but information contained in the background area 
around the face region (e.g. hair colour, hairstyle, and dressing 
style) can also be used to identify a person. Our experiment of a 
background attack confirmed that face region is sufficient but 
not necessary for identifying a person. To protect privacy of the 
individuals captured in an image/video, de-identification must 
be applied to not only the face region but also all the image 
regions that contain personal identifiable information.  
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TABLE III.  NAIVE RECOGNITION RATES (%) OF ORIGINAL 'FB' FACES AND DE-IDENTIFIED 'FB' FACES AGAINST ORIGINAL ‘FA’ 

Method 
Without background With background 

200 × 200 300 × 300 200 × 200 300 × 300 
Original De-id Original De-id Original De-id Original De-id 

PCA 47.25 0.13 ± 0.16 42.37 0.07 ± 0.09 54.83 4.10 ± 0.58 61.27 39.13 ± 0.55 
LBP 74.25 0.11 ± 0.10 63.03 0.13 ± 0.11 83.39 1.30 ± 0.24 87.23 55.12 ± 0.56 
HOG 47.14 0.21 ± 0.14 18.38 0.17 ± 0.20 74.87 6.09 ± 0.48 78.09 56.93 ± 0.70 
LPQ 53.27 0.25 ± 0.18 47.04 0.25 ± 0.11 80.48 4.42 ± 0.61 82.66 59.14 ± 0.81 

 (a) (b) 
 

TABLE IV.  REVERSE RECOGNITION RATES (%) OF ORIGINAL ‘FB’ FACES AND DE-IDENTIFIED ‘FB’ FACES AGAINST ORIGINAL ‘FA’ 

Method 
Without background With background 

200 × 200 300 × 300 200 × 200 300 × 300 
Original De-id Original De-id Original De-id Original De-id 

PCA 45.38 0.33 ± 0.19 41.53 0.30 ± 0.21 53.48 9.41 ± 0.53 61.37 49.06 ± 0.61 
LBP 72.59 0.23 ± 0.14 63.14 0.21 ± 0.11 80.48 1.59 ± 0.41 86.60 59.28 ± 1.63 
HOG 46.52 0.24 ± 0.16 17.03 0.07 ± 0.09 74.77 5.92 ± 0.70 76.95 59.81 ± 0.68 
LPQ 50.88 0.23 ± 0.15 46.31 0.20 ± 0.14 80.06 4.35 ± 0.58 82.87 58.36 ± 0.48 

 (a) (b) 
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Fig. 5. Examples of the FERET face images used in the re-identification tests
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Abstract—Large amounts of visual data are gathered from
various surveillance systems across different places and times,
and have to be processed in order to infer the current state of
the world. One of the common problems in surveillance scenarios
is person re-identification, the task of associating a person
across different cameras. On the other hand, these scenarios
raise privacy concerns, which lead to the need for person de-
identification, i.e. concealing person identity. This task is related
to the re-identification in two aspects: (i) multiple appearances of
the same person could be de-identified in similar manner; and (ii)
if we discover the features useful for re-identification, we could try
to hide the identity by modifying those features. Re-identification
can be addressed as a classification problem. The state-of-the-
art classification methods are based on deep learning. In this
paper we explore the applicability of the recently proposed Triplet
network architecture to the person re-identification problem, by
applying it on VIPeR dataset. We show that the network is able
to learn useful feature-space embeddings, and analyze its benefits
and limitations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large amounts of visual data from various surveillance
systems across different places and time have to be processed
so that conclusions about current state of the world could
be obtained. This capability is now widely exploited in a
variety of scenarios to obtain recordings of people, either for
immediate inspection or for storage and subsequent analysis
and sharing. One of the common problems in that kind of
scenarios is person re-identification. Person re-identification is
a task of associating persons across different cameras. Due to
the diversity of real world cameras (different resolutions and
aspect rations, mono/color) as well as their non-standardized
placement resulting in various person perspectives (Figure 1),
person re-identification is a challenging problem. Furthermore,
humans are articulated objects and their pose can significantly
change. Also, the usual problems in computer vision like
changing lighting and weather conditions, partial occlusions
and motion-blur make this problem even more difficult. There-
fore, it is not surprising that person re-identification is getting
significant attention in research community [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7].

A related problem is person de-identification, the process
of concealing the identity of persons recorded in surveillance
video, motivated by the increasing privacy concerns. In gen-
eral, privacy can be defined as the ability of an individual or
group to have their personal information and affairs secluded
from others, and to disclose them as they choose. Privacy con-
cerns exist wherever personal data or identifiable information
is collected and stored. Personal data mean any information

Fig. 1. Examples of pedestrian images from VIPeR dataset (Section III-A).
The same pedestrians are in succession of two. Different person perspectives,
changing lighting and weather condition, various pose changes and small
examples resolution (48 × 128 pixels) exemplify how hard is the task of
person re-identification. For the last three image pairs it is nearly impossible
even for a human to identify them as a examples of a same person.

related to a person that can be identified, directly or indirectly,
with reference either to an identification number or to one
or more factors specific to his/her physical, physiological,
habitual, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. The
protection of private data is required by European Union Data
Protection Directive (95/46/EC).

De-identification in multimedia content is usually defined
as the process of hiding identities of individuals captured
in a dataset (images, video, audio, text). De-identification in
images typically consists of the following phases: detection
and tracking of persons, resulting in bounding boxes around
persons; segmentation of relevant visual features from back-
ground in order to locate them more precisely; and applying
a de-identifying transformation [8]. This task is related to the
re-identification in two aspects: (i) multiple appearances of
the same person could be de-identified in similar manner;
and (ii) discovering the features useful for re-identification
could help the de-identification. If we find and study the cues
and/or features appropriate for robust and accurate person re-
identification, we could use them in de-identification methods,
by tracking and masking them so that the person’s identity can
be preserved.

The goal of this work is to test the Triplet network model
capability of learning applicable person embeddings in the
feature space, i.e. to test if model can implicitly learn visual
soft-biometric features such as person gait, weight, height,
gender, age, ethnicity, hair style, facial hair style, glasses,
tattoos, scars, birth marks, dressing style and accessories
(backpacks, suitcases). We approach the problem of person re-
identification as a classification, where each person constitutes
its own class (Fig. 3, 4, 5).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II an overview of previous work in person re-identification
and deep metric learning is given. Publicly available person
re-identification Viewpoint Invariant Pedestrian Recognition
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(VIPeR) dataset is outlined in Subsection III-A. The used
model for deep metric learning based on Triplet network is
presented in the same section. The conducted experiments are
described and the achieved qualitative and quantitative results
are presented in Section IV. In the end we discuss the results
and provide some conclusions about the proposed setup and
future goals.

II. RELATED WORK

Machine learning methods, including metric learning, can
be divided into standard supervised and unsupervised cate-
gories. Supervised learning aims at minimizing the within-
class and maximizing the between-class variance with respect
to the labeled training data. On the other hand, unsupervised
metric learning methods try to find a lower-dimensional vector
space where maximum information is preserved. Common
supervised methods are: Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
[9], Regularized linear discriminant analysis (R-LDA) [10],
Representation based linear projection (SRLP) [11], Iterative
nearest neighbors-based linear projections (INNLP) [12], Dis-
criminative deep metric learning [13] and Adaptive density dis-
crimination method [14]. Principal component analysis (PCA)
[15] and deep Autoencoders [16] are examples of unsupervised
learning methods.

In the person re-identification, most methods that tackle the
given problem, can be divided into two representative classes.
The first class focuses on learning representative example
embeddings in feature space [4], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Learned
representations are usually more robust and discriminative than
standard Euclidean distance or its generalization Mahlanobis
distance. The second class focuses on finding robust features
that can successfully deal with camera problems, various
person viewpoints, human pose changes, changing lighting
and weather conditions and partial person occlusions [21],
[22], [23], [24], [5], [6]. Huang et al. [4] proposed nonlinear
local metric learning method (NLML) where the final distance
metric is a linear combination of local metrics. Koestinger et al.
[18] introduced distance metric from equivalence constraints
based on a statistical inference perspective. Hirzer et al. [19]
learned a metric from pairs of samples from different cameras.
Earlier approaches ignored the transition from one camera to
the other. Liu et al. [21] proposed an unsupervised approach
for learning a bottom-up feature importance. Ma et al. [22]
aggregated local descriptors with Fisher vectors to produce a
global representation of the image.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Viewpoint Invariant Pedestrian Recognition (VIPeR)
Dataset

The Viewpoint Invariant Pedestrian Recognition (VIPeR)
dataset [7], [25] contains images of 632 persons where each
person is captured two times with different cameras i.e. there
are two examples per person. Each example is scaled to 48×
128 resolution. The dataset was created in a fairly controlled
academic setting over the course of a few months. The VIPeR
dataset is very difficult for the task of person re-identification
because of strongly varied perspectives between two examples
of the same person, excessive lighting changes in the scene,
small resolution of example images and finally because of just
two examples per person (Figure 1).

B. Model

For our deep metric embedding we use Triplet network
model, proposed by Hoffer and Ailon [26], aiming to learn
usable image representations by comparing distances between
positive and negative examples. It embeds the data into a vector
space such that the distance between two positive examples
becomes larger than the distance between the reference positive
example and a negative example. A triplet network consists
of three convolutional neural network instances of the same
architecture (Table I) which share all the network parameters.

The Triplet network model [26] builds on the work of
Bromley et al. [27] and Chopra et al. [28] i.e. on the Siamese
network model. The main difference is that Siamese network
consists of two identical convolutional networks and receives
a pair of images belonging to the same or different classes,
whereas the Triplet network learns by receiving triplets of
images, two of which belong to the same class and the
third to a different class. The triplet input setup improves the
robustness in the case of small between-class variation (such
as in person re-identification task).

A triplet consisting of positive (x+), reference (x) and
negative (x−) example is set as one input (x+, x, x−) to Triplet
network (Figure 2). First, the sampling layer is responsible for
randomly choosing x+, x and x− examples in each epoch.
Then, each example from the input triplet is forward-passed
through one of the three networks in the model to get a low-
dimensional vector.

Fig. 2. The flow chart diagram of the Triplet network training process. The
input samples are images of persons. The sampling layer is responsible for
sampling reference, positive and negative samples from the dataset. Each of the
triplet elements is forward-passed (fp(·)) through the corresponding network
(all the networks share same parameters). The resulting vectors are compared
in the last layer.

The resulting vectors are compared in the last layer
(Eq. 1), by applying the Soft-max function σ (Eq. 2) to the
corresponding L2 distances d+ = ‖fp(x) − fp(x+)‖2 and
d− = ‖fp(x)−fp(x−)‖2. The fp stands for the forward pass
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through the network.

C =

{
1, if σ(d+) < σ(d−)

0, otherwise
(1)

The goal of the training is to satisfy the condition C given
by Eq. 1 for all training examples. The distance between the
reference example should be (in the embedded space) closer to
the positive than to the negative example. As the loss function
in the training, the standard mean squared error on the Soft-
max difference (σ(d+)− σ(d−)) is used.

σ(‖fp(x)− fp(x′)‖2) =
e‖fp(x)−fp(x

′)‖2∑
x∗∈(x−,x+)

e‖fp(x)−fp(x∗)‖2
, (2)

where x′ represents positive or negative example depending
on the distance to be computed.

The architecture of a network instance used as a component
in our Triplet network is specified in table I. Each of the
three networks consists of five convolutional layers, five max
pooling layers and nonlinearities (Rectified Linear Unit - ReLU
[29]) between them. The number of maps, kernel sizes and
neurons are listed for each layer. During training, we use
dropout [30] (randomly turning off neurons), which is a form
of model averaging. This enables us to get some of the benefits
of a multiple network model while having a single network.
The network output is a 128 dimensional vector embedded
in feature space. The presented architecture is similar to the
Triplet network proposed by Hoffer and Ailon [26] with
main differences in convolutional kernel sizes to accommodate
different input image size (48×128) so that the final dimension
of feature vector remains the same.

Layer type dimensions properties
0 input 3 (RGB) maps of 48x128
1 convolutional 64 maps of 44x122 neurons kernel 5x7 stride 1
2 ReLU & max pooling 64 maps of 22x61 neurons kernel 2x2 stride 2
3 dropout dropout ratio = 0.25
4 convolutional 128 maps of 20x56 neurons kernel 3x6 stride 1
5 ReLU & max pooling 128 maps of 10x28 neurons kernel 2x2 stride 2
6 dropout dropout ratio = 0.25
7 convolutional 256 maps of 8x24 neurons kernel 3x5 stride 1
8 ReLU & max pooling 256 maps of 4x12 neurons kernel 2x2 stride 2
9 dropout dropout ratio = 0.25

10 convolutional 256 maps of 4x10 neurons kernel 1x3 stride 1
11 ReLU & max pooling 256 maps of 2x5 neurons kernel 2x2 stride 2
12 convolutional 128 maps of 2x3 neurons kernel 1x3 stride 1
13 ReLU & max pooling 128 maps of 1x1 neurons kernel 2x2 stride 2

TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF ONE NETWORK ARCHITECTURE INSTANCE
USED IN Triplet network MODEL.

For the network evaluation, we use the following error
metric on train, validation and test sets:

error =
1

M ∗N

i=M∑
i=1

j=N∑
j=1

Cij (3)

Here M represents the number of batches and N is the number
of triplets (x+ij , xij , x

−
ij) in a given batch, while Cij for a

particular triplet is defined in Eq. 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We approach the problem of person re-identification as a
classification, where each person constitutes its own class, and
where the error is defined over triplet comparisons (Equation
3). For preliminary qualitative results we show the embedded
examples (feature vector dimensionality of 128) projected onto
two main components of Principal component analysis (PCA)
[15].

In Figures 3, 4 and 5 train, validation and test examples,
respectively, are presented in the two dimensional PCA vector
space. The associated examples (presented in the same color
in the same figure) represent a specific person. Please note
that different figures show different sets of persons, although
we reuse the same colors. Qualitative analysis shows that the
projected examples of the same person are usually close to
each other. There are some obvious outliers and those represent
hard examples in VIPeR dataset (Figure 1).

We decided to conduct our experiment on really challeng-
ing VIPeR dataset because we wanted to approach real world
conditions as much as possible. The goal was to analyze how
will the small number of example per person affect person re-
identification score when metric embedding is done by Triplet
network [26]. For high speed training and evaluation we used
the Torch7 framework [31], using its CUDA and cuDNN
implementation on a GeForce GTX 970. Training a Triplet
network model takes about 16 minutes, without taking into
account the time it takes to test at regular intervals to keep
track of training and validation error.

In training process Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) as a
learning algorithm, and standard negative log-likelihood as a
loss function are utilized. The training takes 22 epochs (each
epoch contains 6400 batches) and early stop is imposed if
validation error increased 7 times consecutively. The values of
parameters are as follows: learning rate is set to 0.1, learning
rate decays for 10−6 after each epoch, L2 penalty on the
weights is set to 10−4, momentum is 0.9 and batch size
(number of triplets in batch) is set to 128.

For evaluation, standard experimental protocol was used.
The VIPeR dataset which has 632 persons was divided in train
(64%; 404 persons), validation (16%; 101 persons) and test
(20%; 127 persons) subsets, where special attention was given
to ensure that examples of the same person go to the same
subset, i.e. randomized stratified sampling was used. After the
last training epoch of the used model the error on the train set
was 2.453% (Figure 3), validation error was 8.125% (Figure
4) and test error was 13.125% (Figure 5).

We can conclude that deep metric learning conducted with
Triplet network is promising direction when applied to person
re-identification and de-identification tasks. It is important to
observe that VIPeR dataset has just two examples per person
and with that notion, the obtained results are acceptable. With
more examples per person it is reasonable to expect that deep
metric models would give even better results and implicitly
learned soft-biometrics features could be more emphasized.
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Fig. 3. Train examples (404 pairs) from VIPeR dataset projected onto two
main components of PCA. Associated examples i.e. ones color coded with
same color represent the specific person, where one example is captured with
Camera A and other one with Camera B. When qualitatively analyzed, it can
be seen that examples from the same person are close to each other in two
dimensional vector space. Also, some obvious outliers can be noticed. N.B.
In train, validation and test subset figures, same color does not mean the same
person.

Fig. 4. Examples from validation subset (101 pairs) of VIPeR dataset.

Fig. 5. Examples from test subset (127 pairs) of VIPeR dataset.

V. CONCLUSION

Person re-identification and de-identification are daunt-
ing tasks that need to be properly addressed: person re-
identification for security reasons and person de-identification
because of privacy concerns. The large amounts of visual
data from various surveillance systems lead this areas rapidly
forward and in the future we expect significant progress.

In this paper we propose and discuss applying deep metric
learning onto person re- and de-identification tasks. We show
promising results on challenging VIPeR dataset when Triplet
network as deep metric model is used. Triplet comparison error
on test set of 13.125% shows that applicable person embed-
dings in the feature space based on soft-biometric features can
be successfully learned even when there is small number of
examples per person.

In the future, we would like to meticulously investigate
which soft-biometric features such as person gait, weight,
height, gender, age, ethnicity, hair style, facial hair style,
glasses, tattoos, scars, birth marks, dressing style and acces-
sories (backpacks, suitcases) have the most significant impact
on metric learning performance. Also, more rigorous experi-
ments on diverse person re-identification datasets are planned
to have more profound analysis of this daunting task.
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Abstract - In this paper, we propose modifications of 
deformable part-based models in order to increase the 
robustness of face detection under occlusion. The 
modifications are: i) the tree, representing the deformable 
part-based model of the frontal face, which is partitioned 
into 11 subtrees representing face components; ii) the weight 
of each face component which is obtained based on the 
results of psychological experiments; iii) the introduction of 
new scoring functions and thresholds; and iv) a new 
procedure for robust face detection based on the valuation 
of scoring functions and thresholds. The experiment was 
performed only for frontal face images, and thus this work 
is used only as a proof of concept. Based on the encouraging 
experimental results, we conclude that the proposed method 
is suitable for extension to detect faces with different poses 
under occlusions. 

Keywords: Robust Face Detection, Occlusion, Deformable Part-
based Model, Face Components 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Face detection is the process of finding and localizing 

faces in an image. Finding and analysing faces in 
unconstrained real-world images is a very difficult 
computer vision task. Constraining factors are the 
ambiguities of the face, such as poses, occlusions, 
expressions, illumination, scale, colours and textures. 
Diverse methods have been developed based on scanning 
window classifiers [1], deep neural networks [2], part-
based models [3-6] and regression [7]. Several papers 
have been published related to face detection under 
occlusion [8-11], but they are constrained to detect only 
frontal faces under occlusion. In [8], a support vector 
machine (SVM) with local kernels was used for robust 
frontal face detection under partial occlusion. A test was 
performed on HOIP and CMU face databases. The 
proposed method was demonstrated for the detection of 
faces wearing sunglasses or a scarf. It was confirmed that 
the proposed method was better than a method based on 
conventional SVM with a global kernel. In [9], a 
generalization of the work of Viola and Jones for the 
efficient detection of faces with occlusions was described. 
The main idea is based on boosting algorithms and 
cascade structures to efficiently detect faces with 
occlusions. Several improvements were presented: (i) a 
robust boosting scheme; (ii) reinforcement training; and 
(iii) cascading with evidence to extend the system to 

handle occlusions. Experimental results for detecting 
frontal faces with artificial occlusions were obtained on 
CMU and MIT face databases. The authors in [10] divided 
a face region into multiple patches, and mapped those 
weak classifiers to the patches. The weak classifiers, 
inspired by the Viola and Jones approach, belonging to 
each patch, were combined to create a new classifier to 
determine if this was a valid face patch without occlusion. 
All of the valid face patches, with different weights, were 
used to make a final decision whether the input 
subwindow was a face. The experimental results showed 
that the proposed method is promising for the detection of 
occluded faces. In [11], a novel approach for automatic 
and robust face detection was presented. It used a 
component-based approach that combined techniques 
from both the statistical and structural pattern recognition 
domain. The method relied on Haar-like features and an 
AdaBoost trained classifier cascade, and the topology 
verification was based on graph matching techniques. The 
system was applied to frontal face detection and the 
experiments showed improved performance compared to 
conventional face detection in the presence of partial 
occlusions, uneven illumination, and out-of-plane 
rotations, thus yielding higher robustness.  

Initially, face detection, pose estimation, and landmark 
localization were handled separately. These three tasks 
can be simultaneously handled with a unified part-based 
approach that uses mixtures of trees with a shared pool of 
part templates for face landmarks, and utilizing an 
encoding scheme for modes of elastic deformation, and a 
view-based topology for face detection and pose 
estimation [5]. The parameters of part-based models are 
discriminatively trained in a max-margin framework. 
Facial landmarks are visible in multiple views and thus the 
corresponding parts can be shared among different views, 
which reduces the complexity of the learning procedure 
for the model. Most part-based models are sensitive to the 
presence of occlusions because they are learned on non-
occluded faces. Facial landmark scores are processed one 
by one in a cascade, which also decreases robustness. 

In this paper, we propose robust frontal face detection 
obtained by modifying the method presented in [5]. In our 
approach, a face is decomposed into distinct face 
components. These face components are selected by 
psychological experiments related to face recognition by 
humans [12]. Robustness is achieved by fusion with a 
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weighted voting scheme where the relative relations 
among weights are selected based on recommendations 
given in [12]. In this paper, we present a proof of concept 
for the detection of frontal faces under occlusions which is 
suitable for extension to multi-viewpoint occluded face 
detection. 

II. DEFORMABLE PART-BASED MODELS 
Deformable part-based models (DPMs) are one of the 

most popular face detection, pose estimation and 
landmark localization methods [5].  

The DPM was used to find a visual object in an actual 
image in [4]. The authors describe the approach of 
breaking down visual objects into a number of “primitive 
parts” and specify a permitted range of spatial relations 
which these primitive parts must satisfy for the object to 
be present in an image. The object model is represented by 
primitive parts held together by “springs”. The springs 
joining the primitive parts serve both to constrain relative 
movement and measure the “cost” of the movement by 
how much they are “stretched” [3]. 

The maximal matching between an object model and a 
visual object in the scene is expressed by the total cost of 
embedding parts at their locations. For total cost 
optimization, the authors proposed a method based on 
dynamic programming.  

This initial idea was extended to a mixture of multi-
scale deformable part models, represented by HOG 
features, and methods for discriminative training with 
partially labelled data [5]. 

In [6], the authors proposed a method that solved the 
speed bottleneck of DPMs without impairing the accuracy 
of detection. 

The method proposed in [5] uses a model based on 
mixtures of trees with a shared pool of parts represented 
by HOG descriptors. Facial landmarks are modelled as 
parts. A global mixture of parts is used to capture 
topological changes due to face viewpoints. A set of 13 
trees was used to represent different face viewpoints (Fig. 
1). Each tree has only one root node. From 13 trees which 
represent different face viewpoints, we selected only the 
tree associated with the frontal face, thus simplifying the 
model description. This simplification was used for a 
proof of concept, related to the robust detection of faces 
under occlusion. 

The tree associated with the frontal face T = (V, E) has

|V| = 68 vertices (or parts) and |E| = 67 edges (Fig. 1). Let 
us write I for an image and li = (xi, yi) for the pixel location 
of part Vi. A configuration of parts L ={li : i = 1,..., 68} is 
scored as follows [5]: 
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Equation 2 sums the appearance evidence for placing a 
HOG-based template wi for part Vi at location li. A HOG-
based feature vector  iI,l  is extracted from pixel 
location li in image I. Equation 3 scores the mixture-
specific spatial arrangement of parts L, where dx = xi – xj 
and dy = yi − yj are the displacement of the Vi part relative 
to the Vj part. Each term in the sum can be interpreted as a 
spring that introduces spatial constraints between a pair of 
parts, where a, b, c and d represent spring parameters (rest 
location and rigidity) and were learned on a set of training 
images [3]. The term α is a scalar bias associated with the 
front face view. 

Inference corresponds to maximizing  I,LScore  in 
Eq.1 over L: 

     (4)                             . max* LI,ScoreI,LScore
L

  

Since T = (V, E) is a tree, the inner maximization can 
be done efficiently with dynamic programming [3].  

Let us denote L for which the Score (I, L) is maximal 
with L*, i.e. )(* LI,Score  = ).( *LI,Score  

If )( *LI,Score  ≥ θ1, then it is assumed that a face is 
detected in the image (i.e. locations of facial landmarks 
are given by L*). θ1 is a threshold value applied in [5]. 

III. ROBUST FACE DETECTION 
In the context of this paper, robustness is related to the 

ability to detect frontal faces in an image I with different 
types of occlusions in cases where the original approach 
[5] fails due to false negative detection (i.e. a face has 

)( *LI,Score  < θ1, Fig. 2). In order to increase the 
robustness of frontal face detection, we modified the 
original approach described in Section 2 by introducing a 
new algorithm based on modifications as follows: 

 

Figure 1. Mixture of trees that encode topological change due to viewpoint [5]. The red lines denote springs between pairs of parts.  
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i) The first modification partitions the tree T = (V, E), 

which corresponds to the frontal face (seventh tree in Fig. 
1), into 11 subtrees Tk = (Vk, Ek); k = 1, 2, ...11, by 
removing the edges that connect different face 
components (Fig. 3). Each subtree is associated with one 
face component: left upper edge, left lower edge, right 
upper edge, right lower edge, left side of the lips, right 
side of the lips, nose, left eye, left eyebrow, right eye, right 
eyebrow. 

ii) The second modification introduces three  
new thresholds (θ2, θ3 and θ4) and three new scoring 
functions ( )( *LI,Appearancek , )( *LI,ranceScoreAppea  
and )( *LI,holdScoreThres ).  

The original threshold θ1 proposed in [5] is − 0.65, and 
the threshold θ2 is determined based on experiments 
(described in Section 4). These two thresholds define three 
intervals for )( *LI,Score . Interpretation of these three 
intervals is clarified in Fig. 4 b).  

The thresholds θ3 and θ4 divide the 2-dimensional 
decision space into face and non-face space (Fig. 4 b)). 

Fig. 2 illustrates the original decision step [5]. Fig. 4 a) 
depicts a flowchart for the final decision step of our 
frontal face detection algorithm. 

 

 

A. Final decision step for the face detection algorithm 
The final decision step for the face detection algorithm 

is given as follows: 

i) If )( *LI,Score θ1, then a face is detected in image I 
at location L.* 

 ii) If )( *LI,Score θ2, then a face is not detected in 
image I at location L*. 

iii) If )( *LI,Score  falls into the interval [θ2, θ1>, then 
)( *LI,ranceScoreAppea  and )( *LI,holdScoreThres  are 

used in conjunction with the newly introduced thresholds 
θ3 and θ4, respectively (Fig. 4). 

If )( *LI,ranceScoreAppea ≥ θ3 or )( *LI,holdScoreThres  
≥ θ4, then there is a face in an image I at location L* (Fig. 
4). 

The )( *LI,ranceScoreAppea  and )( *LI,holdScoreThres  
are described as follows. 

A face appearance score is defined as: 

 Score(I,L*) ≥ θ1 

INPUT: Score(I,L*), θ1 

NO YES 

Face in I at L* Face not in I at L* 

Figure 2. Flowchart of the decision step for the original 
face detection algorithm [3].  

 
Score (I,L*) ≥ θ1 

INPUT: Score(I,L*), ScoreAppearance(I,L*), 
ScoreThreshold(I,L*), θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4 

NO YES 

Face in I at L* 

Face not 
in I at L* 

 
Score (I,L*) ≥ θ2 NO YES 

Face in I at L* 

 ScoreAppearance (I,L*) ≥ θ3 
OR ScoreThreshold (I,L*) ≥ θ4 

 
Face not in I at L* 

NO YES 

a) 
Face not in  

I at L* Face in I at L* 

Score(I,L*) ≥ θ1 Score(I,L*) < θ2 

Face may be in 
I at L* 

Score(I,L*) [θ2, θ1> 

Sc
or

eT
hr

es
ho

ld
(I,

L* )  

Face in I at L* 
Face not in I at L* 

I   -image 

L* - parts locations 

Figure 4. a) Flowchart of the decision step for the proposed face 
detection algorithm; b) Intervals 

ScoreAppearance(I,L*) 

 

(θ3, θ4) 
) 

b) 

θ2 θ1 

θ3 
) θ4 

) 

θ4 
) 

Figure 3. The face region is partitioned into 11 face 
components containing parts corresponding to the face 
components. Removed edges are marked with short 
yellow lines.  
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where k is the weight of a k-th face component selected 
based on the results of psychological experiments [12] 
which estimate the importance of the face components in 
the face recognition process performed by humans. The 
experimental results [12] indicate the following order of 
importance of facial components (in decreasing order): 
eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose and contour of face (Table I).  

TABLE I.  THE EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED IMPORTANCE OF FACE 
COMPONENTS IN FACE RECOGNITION BY HUMANS 

Face component Weight µk 

Left/right upper contour - µ1/µ2 1 

Left/right lower contour - µ3/µ4 1 

Left/right side of the lips - µ5/µ6 2 

Nose - µ7 1.5 

Left/right eye - µ8/µ10 3 

Left/right eyebrow - µ9/µ11 2.5 

 

For each face component k = 1, 2, ...11, the appearance 
score is defined as: 

    (6)                          , *
 
i

iik I,lwLI,Appearance   

where index i determines the parts Vi from the set of 
parts kV  associated with a k-th face component, wi is a 
HOG-based template for part Vi, and  iI,l  represents 
the HOG-based feature vector extracted from pixel 
location li in an image I. For example, k = 8 corresponds 
to a left eye (Table I), and there are six parts V8 = {V21, 
V22, ..., V26}. 

A face appearance threshold score is defined as: 

  (7)                                
11

1

*




k

kcLI,holdScoreThres  

where 

(8) 
)( if   0
)( if    1

*

*










kk

kk
k ThresholdLI,Appearance

ThresholdLI,Appearance
c  

and Thresholdk defines the minimal value of the 
appearance score of a k-th face component for which it is 
supposed that this face component is correctly detected. 
Thresholds Thresholdk; k = 1, 2, …, 11 are selected based 
on the experiments conducted in the XM2VTS [13] and 
INRIAP [14] databases described in Section 4. The 
interpretation of )( *LI,holdScoreThres  is as follows. For 
example, if )( *LI,holdScoreThres  = 5, this means that 5 
face components are visible and properly detected, while 
the remaining six (11 − 5) face components are not 
detected due to poor quality of an image or occlusion. 

The main reason for introducing )( *LI,ranceScoreAppea  
and )( *LI,holdScoreThres  is the fact that in the interval 
[θ2, θ1> there are many false positive and false negative 
faces, so it is used to minimize the total error rate (TER). 
The thresholds θ2, θ3 and θ4 define the operating point and 
they are selected to minimize the TER. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Two databases were used to perform the experiments. 

From the XM2VTS database [13], 201 images of frontal 
faces without occlusions were selected (first column of 
Fig. 5). For each of these 201 images, six new images 
were created for simulating six typical configurations of 
face occlusions by covering different face regions with 
black rectangles (from the second to seventh column of 
Fig. 5).  

Additionally, 73 images without faces were selected 

Figure 5. Results of face detection for frontal face images from the XM2VTS database with three score values S1 for Score(I,L*), S2 for 
ScoreAppearance(I,L*) and S3 for ScoreThreshold(I,L*). The first column is faces without occlusions and the other columns represent faces with 
different modes of occlusion. For example, for the 5th face in the top row S1 = − 0.69887, which means that the original method fails to detect the 
face, while S3 = 3, which means that the modified method detects the face. 
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from the INRIA person database [14] (Fig. 6). In total, 
1,480 (i.e. 7 × 201 + 73) images were used for testing. Let 
us now justify somewhat the unusual configuration of the 
testing. Typically, some “in the wild” datasets, such as 
AFW [15], which contain complex scenes with face 
occlusions, are used for testing face detection 
performance. All such databases violate our assumption 
about the presence of only frontal faces. In order to 
circumvent this shortcoming of the popular datasets used 
for face detection testing, we were forced to create an ad 
hoc face dataset just for the purpose of the proof of 
concept. Because the XM2VTS database contains only 
face images, the INRIA person database was used to 
enable an evaluation of false positive face detections. 

 
First, we ran the originally proposed algorithm with 

the predefined threshold θ1 = − 0.65 proposed in [5]. The 
following results were obtained: 160 frontal faces were 
not detected (false negatives) among 1,407 faces (Fig 
9.a)), and 1 image region was detected as a face false 
positive among 1,480 images (one image from INRIA had 
one image region with a Score (I,L*) > − 0.65, Fig. 7.), so 
we concluded that the robustness was relatively high 
compared with the state-of-the-art-method [7]. Among 
160 false negatives, there were 145 frontal face images 
having the type of occlusion depicted in the 5th column in 
Fig. 5, and the remaining 15 having the type of occlusion 
depicted in the 2, 3, 6, or 7th column in Fig. 5. Note that 
there is no false negative detection for 201 images without 
occlusions, and a single false positive was in one of the 73 
images from the INRIA person database (Fig 7.).  

For our method, we searched for the values for 
thresholds θ2, θ3, and θ4 to find an operating point that 
minimizes the total error rate (TER). The minimum  
TER = 0.087 was achieved for the following threshold 
values: θ2 = − 0.83, θ3 = 0.69, and θ4 = 3. The threshold θ1 
is assumed to be − 0.65, as in the original paper [5]. The 
values of the thresholds Thresholdk; k = 1, 2, …, 11 are 
determined as the value of the first quartile of 
Apperancek(I, L*) obtained on 201 frontal images without 
occlusions (Fig. 8).  

Figure 6. False detections of faces for an image from the INRIA 
person database with Score(I,L*) > − 1. For each detection 
frame, the values of Score(I,L*), ScoreApperance(I,L*) and 
ScoreThreshold(I,L*) are given in the same line, respectively. 
For example, in the image at the lower left frame, the values are 
Score(I,L*) = − 0.89707, ScoreApperance (I,L*) = 0.52952 and 
ScoreThreshold(I,L*) = 1. 
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Figure 8. Appearance scores of 11 face components for 
201 images of frontal faces without occlusions from the 
XM2VTS database: a) Appearancek(I,L*) distribution, 
the red line represents the mean value, the box edges the 
first and the third quintile, the data range is represented 
with the dashed line, and the red crosses represent the 
data outliers; b) the values of Thresholdk are obtained as 
the first quartile from the distribution in a). 
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Figure 7. The single false detections of faces for the image 
from the INRIA person database with Score(I,L*) ≥ − 0.65.  
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By using the proposed method and optimal thresholds 
we achieved a reduction of false negative face detections 
from 160 to 99, while false positive face detections 
increased from 1 to 2. The TER was reduced from 0.112 
for the original approach to 0.087, which corresponds to 
an improvement of 22.32% (Fig. 9 c).  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have analysed the influence of face 

occlusion on the face detection method based on 
deformable part-based models as originally proposed by 
X. Zhu and D. Ramanan [5]. We proposed modifications 
of the method in order to increase the robustness of face 
detection and to minimize the total error rate. The main 
modifications are: i) the tree, representing the part-based 
model of the frontal face, which is partitioned into 11 
subtrees representing the face components (left upper 
edge, left lower edge, right upper edge, right lower edge, 
left side of the lips, right side of the lips, nose, left eye, left 
eyebrow, right eye, right eyebrow); ii) the weight of each 
face component which is obtained based on the results of 
psychological experiments [12]; iii) the introduction of 
new scoring functions and thresholds; iv) a new procedure 
for the robust detection of faces under occlusion based on 
an evaluation of scoring functions and thresholds.  

By using our method on a database consisting of 1,480 
images (201 non-occluded face images, 1,206 face images 
with six types of occlusion and 73 non-face images), the 
TER was improved by 22.32 % compared to the original 
method [5]. Note that the experiment was performed only 
for frontal face images, and thus this work is used only as 
a proof of concept. Based on the encouraging results, we 
plan to extend the proposed method by applying the 
original mixture trees for 13 different face poses and in a 
total of 146 parts [5]. 
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Abstract — Age classification and estimation is an important 
task in classifying face images. One way to classify humans by 
age is by using two-dimensional images of people's faces. In order 
to create an accurate algorithm for age classification, appropriate 
datasets for training and testing are required. A small number of 
datasets are available for age estimation and classification based 
on images of human faces. In order to develop a more accurate 
algorithm, this paper compares existing age estimation databases 
and describes the process of creating a private database 
ageCFBP (Center for Forensics, Biometrics and Privacy age 
database) with facial images useful for age estimation and 
classification. 

Keywords—age estimation, face database, biometrics, ageCFBP 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Age estimation can be defined as the determination of the 

age of the person or his/her age group [1], [2]. Human age 
classification and estimation can be done in many ways, but 
this paper is concerned with the age estimation and 
classification based on two-dimensional images of people's 
faces. Age estimation and age classification of humans using 
their face images are a part of a field of biometric. Biometric 
systems use behavioral and physiological characteristics to 
recognize individuals. Soft biometric traits like age, gender, 
ethnicity, height, weight, in combination with hard biometric 
traits can be used to enhance the performance of biometric 
systems.  

In order to create an accurate algorithm for age 
classification and estimation, appropriate databases for training 
and testing are required. There are many available databases, 
some of them are public and some are private. The problem 
arises when images of children need to be used for age 
estimation. Most of the available databases do not offer images 
of people from birth to adulthood. The Fg-net database is most 
commonly used in age estimation research [3] and it is 
described in detail in this paper. In order to develop more 
accurate algorithms, more databases with facial images need to 
be created. This paper describes the process of creation of such 
a database. 

II. AVAILABLE DATABASES 
There is a large number of databases available for human 

age estimation research. The problem arises when research 

involving images of children needs to be done. Then, the 
number of databases drops significantly.  

A. Databases Overview 
Currently available databases that can be used for age 

estimation or classification are: Fg-net Aging Database [4], 
MORPH Database [5], YGA Database [6], WIT-DB Database 
[7], AI&R Asian Face Database [8], Burt's Caucasian Face 
Database [9], LHI Face Database [10], HOIP Face Database 
[11], Iranian Face Database [12], Gallagher's Web-Collected 
Database [13], Ni's Web-Collected Database [14] and PAL 
database [15]. An overview of these databases can be seen in 
Table I [16]. 

TABLE I.  FACE AGE DATABASES [16] 

Database 
No. of 

subjects 
No. of 
images Age Race 

Fg-net 82 1002 0-69 C 

MORPH 13000 55000 16-77 C, N, M 

YGA 1600 8000 0-93 M 

WIT-DB 5500 12008 3-85 M 

AI&R 17 34 22-61 M 

BURT'S 147 147 20-62 C 

LHI 8000 8000 9-89 M 

HOIP 300 306600 15-64 - 

IRANIAN 616 3600 2-85 M 

GALLAGHER'S N/A 28231 - - 

NI'S - 219892 1-80 - 

PAL 575 - 18-93 C, N, M 

a. C - Caucasoid, N - Negroid, M - Mongoloid 

It can be concluded that some of these databases are not 
appropriate for research on age estimation and some cannot be 
used for age classification. YGA, WIT-DB, AI&R, and LHI 
database are databases of only Asian subjects. HOIP database 
has age labels distributed in 10 groups with five year intervals 
and Gallagher's Web-collected database has age labels in 
seven categories, which is not detailed enough. Burt's 
Caucasian Face Database and MORPH database have subjects 
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aged respectively, between 20 and 62 and between 16 and 77, 
which is not the entire age range (children are not included). 

 

 

Fig. 1. Example of images from Fg-net database 

The majority of state of the art research use Fg-net 
database for algorithm training and testing (Table II). In order 
to compare the ageCFBP database with Fg-net database, next 
chapter gives a description of Fg-net database. 

TABLE II.  FACE AGE DATABASES BY NUMBER OF PAPERS 

Database No. of papers 

Fg-net 60 

MORPH 16 

PAL 9 

Private databases 17 

Other 20 

 

B. Fg-net database 
The Fg-net (Face and Gesture Recognition Research 

Network) ageing database [4] is a publicly available ageing 
database that has been extensively used for evaluation by 
researchers. The database is composed of 1,002 images of 82 
subjects. There are 607 images of male subjects and 395 
images of female subjects from 34 female subjects and 48 
male subjects (Table III) in the age range 0–69 years [17]. 

TABLE III.  SUBJECTS AND IMAGES BY GENDER IN FG-NET DATABASE 

 No of subjects No of images 
Female 34 395 
Male 48 607 
Total 82 1002 

 
The database predominantly includes images in the age 

range 0–18 years. The images are manually annotated with 68-
landmark features and include information on image size, age, 
gender, presence of facial hair and eyeglasses, horizontal pose, 
and vertical pose. Many of the images are scanned from 
photographs and these images exhibit common noise errors 
associated with old photographs [17] (Fig.1.). 

Most subjects provided from 10 to 13 images of 
themselves, 6 subjects provided less than 10 images, and 20 
subjects provided more than 13 images (Table IV). 

TABLE IV.  NUMBER OF IMAGES PER PERSON IN FG-NET DATABASE 

 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 
Male 1 3 1 7 8 7 11 6 1 3 0 
Female 0 0 1 3 7 7 6 3 3 3 1 
Total 1 3 2 10 15 14 17 9 4 6 1 

 
Regarding number of images per age, the largest number 

of images is at the age of 18, the smallest number is of age 46 
and above. Some ages don’t have images associated with them 
(age 56, 57 59, 64, 65, 66 and 68) (Table V). 

TABLE V.  IMAGES PER AGE IN FG-NET DATABASE 

Age 
No of 

images 
 Age 

No of 
images 

 Age 
No of 

images 
 Age 

No of 
images 

0 43  16 37  32 4  48 3 
1 27  17 28  33 9  49 3 
2 39  18 47  34 8  50 2 
3 42  19 23  35 11  51 3 
4 42  20 20  36 8  52 3 
5 40  21 16  37 3  53 2 
6 41  22 17  38 5  54 2 
7 41  23 22  39 6  55 2 
8 31  24 9  40 9  58 1 
9 25  25 17  41 6  60 1 
10 40  26 11  42 5  61 3 
11 33  27 11  43 4  62 1 
12 37  28 12  44 4  63 1 
13 32  29 9  45 7  67 1 
14 32  30 19  46 3  69 1 
15 30  31 6  47 2    

 

III. LEGAL ASPECTS 
Since personal data is collected and used, collection and 

processing of such data must be in accordance with the 
Croatian Law on Personal Data Protection. Some of the basic 
concepts recognized by this Law are [18]: 

 Personal information is any information relating to an 
identified natural person or a natural person who can 
be identified (respondent); a person who can be 
identified is the person whose identity can be 
determined directly or indirectly, in particular on the 
basis of one or more factors specific to his/her 
physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or 
social identity. 

 Personal data processing is any operation or set of 
operations which is performed upon personal data, 
whether or not by automatic means, such as 
collection, recording, organization, storage, 
adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, 
disclosure by transmission, dissemination or 
otherwise made available, alignment or combination, 
blocking, erasure or destruction, and the 
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Fig.2. Landmarks annotated using a script 

 

implementation of logical, mathematical and other 
operations on the data. 

 Personal data collection is each set of personal data 
available by specific criteria, whether centralized, 
decentralized or dispersed on a functional or 
geographical basis and irrespective of whether it is 
contained in computer databases or other technical 
aids or manually. 

 Personal data collection director is natural or legal 
person, public or other body which determines the 
purposes and means of processing personal data. 
Once the purpose and method of treatment is 
prescribed by law, the same law also determines the 
personal data collection director. 

 User is a natural or legal person, public or other body 
which may use personal data to perform regular 
activities within its statutory activity. 

 Subjects consent is freely given and specific 
manifestation of the will of the subjects with which 
he/she expresses consent to the processing of their 
personal data for specific purposes. 

 
During data collection, respondent was aware of the fact 

that he/she is giving personal information, aware of the 
purpose for which the information is collected, and that they 
can withdraw their data at any time [16]. 

Respondent received a Privacy policy for review, which 
describes the duration of the Privacy policy, all the data 
collected, the purpose for which the data is collected, and 
whom to contact in case of any questions. In addition to this 

policy, all participants signed a Declaration of conformity, 
with which they give their consent to use their personal data 
for the research, and confirm that they received for review the 
Privacy policy mentioned earlier. Since this research collects 
personal data of minors, their parents/guardians gave consent 
for the use of their data [16]. 

 

IV. DATABASE DESCRIPTION 
As mentioned earlier, the main problem is lack of images 

of children, which results in lowered accuracy of age 

estimation and classification algorithms. The ageCFBP 
database concentrates on collecting images of person’s age 0 
to 25. 

A. Image Acquisition 
Images were collected during two years. Subjects were 

asked to provide images of themselves from childhood to 
adulthood. Every subject had to provide a minimum of four 
images. Images of all subjects have been collect according to 
Privacy policy described earlier, and all subjects signed the 
Declaration of conformity, with which they stated that their 
images may be used for the research. The images were 
acquired by scanning analog images and collecting digital 
images. A person providing images needed to provide basic 
information about every image. The basic information 
collected is shown in Table VI. 

TABLE VI.  INFORMATION COLLECTED FOR THE DATABASE 

Field Field definition 
ID Identifier of the subject 
IM_ID Image identifier 
IM_AGE Age of subject in image 
DOB Date of birth 
DOA Date of Acquisition 
Gender Male or female 

 
The subjects were asked to provide a minimum of four 

images. Most of the subjects provided five images, but some 
of them provided more than eleven. Only six subjects 
provided a minimum of four images. 

B. Demographics 
During data collection, images of 287 subjects have been 

collected, 151 female and 136 male subjects. In total, 1655 
images have been collected. 

Regarding number of images per age, the largest number 
of images is of age of twenty, the smallest number is of age 21 
and above. All other age have similar number of images. 

All of the images provided cannot be used for age 
classification and estimation. Some of the images are of low 
quality, some have face images from different angles and 
some have bad lighting. So selection of these images needed 
to be done. The next step was to crop only faces from the 
images. After that, images with at least 100 pixels width and 
height were selected.  

After the selection, 867 images from 242 subjects (121 
male subjects and 121 female subjects) are left and 788 
images have been left out (Table VII).  

TABLE VII.  SUBJECTS PER GENDER IN THE AGECFBP DATABASE  

 No of subjects 
Female 121 
Male 121 
Total 242 

 
Regarding number of images per age, the largest number 

of images is still of age of 20 and the smallest number is of 
age 21 and above (Table VIII). 
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TABLE VIII.  NUMBER OF IMAGES PER AGE IN THE AGECFBP DATABASE 

Age 
No of 

images 
 Age 

No of 
images 

 Age 
No of 

images 
0 11  9 43  18 50 
1 54  10 54  19 43 
2 51  11 26  20 65 
3 47  12 28  21 1 
4 25  13 15  22 3 
5 47  14 41  23 0 
6 40  15 43  24 0 
7 59  16 59  25 2 
8 31  17 29    

 

C. Landmark annotation 
In order to apply algorithms to the new database, positions 

of landmark points need to be determined. The positions are 
selected manually using a Python script that records mouse 
click positions. The script records the position of 26 
landmarks on human face. These 26 landmarks are identified 
as landmarks with the highest impact on age estimation by 
[16]. The position of the landmarks can be seen in Fig. 2.  

Input to the script is an image, and output is a file with 
coordinates of selected landmarks.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper gave an overview of the process of creation a 

new database for age estimation and classification. The 
ageCFBP database can also be used for face recognition, or 
gender classification. If the ageCFBP database is compared 
with the Fg-net database, it can be seen that the Fg-net 
database has a wider age range, but the ageCFBP database has 
more subjects (Table IX). 

TABLE IX.  COMPARISON OF SUBJECTS BY GENDER IN FG-NET AND 
AGECFBP DATABASE 

 
No. of subjects in 
Fg-net database 

No. of subjects in 
ageCFBP database 

Female 34 121 
Male 48 121 
Total 82 242 

 
Future work will concentrate on collecting images of 

subjects of different age, not only from age 0 to 25. Also, 
future work will utilize the ageCFBP database to train the 
algorithms for age estimation and classification.  
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Abstract—This paper addresses a problem that is of paramount
importance in solving crimes wherein voice may be key evidence,
or the only evidence: that of describing the perpetrator. The
term Forensic anthropometry from voice refers to the deduction
of the speaker’s physical dimensions from voice. There are
multiple studies in the literature that approach this problem
in different ways, many of which depend on the availability of
sufficient volumes of speech for analysis. However, in the case
of many voice-based crimes, the voice evidence available may
be limited. In such cases it is especially advantageous to regard
the recorded signal as comprising multiple pieces of evidence. In
this paper, we show how this can be done. We explain why,
for any anthropometric measurement from speech, it makes
sense to consider the contributions of each articulatory-phonetic
unit independently of others, and to aggregate the deductions
from them only in the aftermath. This approach is based on
the hypothesis that the relative evidence given by different
compositional units of speech can be more indicative of the
anthropometric factor being deduced, than the evidence derived
from the aggregate voice signal. We explain the applicability of
this approach through experiments on standard speech databases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Voice-based crimes comprise a significant fraction of crimes
committed in the world today. Such crimes include those in
which voice may be key evidence (such as a security camera
video footage of a store robbery where the perpetrator may
be masked but may demand something of the victims), and
those in which voice is the only evidence. Examples of the
latter include crimes committed over phone or internet, such
as harassment, blackmail, threats, ransom demands in kidnap-
pings, impersonation with intention to defraud in banking and
other scenarios, voice-based phishing, hoax emergency calls,
false reporting such as bomb threats in public areas, “swatting”
calls to the police etc. All of these and more included in
this category of crimes are often faced with the investigative
challenge of finding the perpetrator(s) through the analysis of
the voice evidence.

Forensic analysis of voice for this purpose benefits from a
multitude of studies in different areas of science that study
voice. These have demonstrated that the human voice carries
a wealth of information about the speaker, including the
speaker’s physical characteristics such as height, weight, phys-
iological characteristics and age, physical and mental state of
health, social status, geographical origins etc., and a plethora
of other information including that about their immediate
physical surroundings. However, deriving such information is

currently a goal that is challenged by many scientific problems.
It is hinged on the understanding of the signatures of all
of the speaker’s personal characteristics and environmental
parameters (at the time of recording) that are embedded
in the speech signal, and using these to measure different
characteristics of the speaker.

In this context, it is important to find out what must be
done to identify the signatures alluded to above, e.g. what
feature representations might best capture different signatures,
what techniques might help identify them etc. Where our paper
becomes relevant is that in addition to all of the above, it is
also important to know where in the signal to look for such
signatures, i.e. which parts of the signal are informative and
which are not in the expression of the parameter in question
and its signature. This may be tied to the actual feature
representation(s) being used, but a framework is nevertheless
needed to specify these informative locations in the signal.
The goal of this paper is to provide such a framework.

In the forensic context, terms such as anthropometry (the
measurement of body parameters), psychometry (the mea-
surement of psychological parameters or state of mind), so-
ciometry (the measurement of social parameters) etc. refer
to the processes of deducing different categories of speaker
characteristics that may help generate a reasonable description
of the speaker and may thereby help locate him/her. To deduce
these person-descriptive parameters, our framework comprises
an approach based on considerations of the human speech
production mechanism. In this paper we primarily present the
reasoning behind, and evidence in support of, this articulatory-
phonetic approach to anthropometry.

Although some studies have used information derived from
phonemes for biometric applications, such as speaker matching
[1], the choice of specific phonemes has largely been based
on heuristic decisions. In contrast, the framework we present
outlines a generic methodology based on well-established
articulatory-phonetic guidelines, for the deduction of any
person-descriptive parameter from voice. The key elements
of our approach also involve a novel method for the sub-
phonetic segmentation of speech in order to derive features that
are compatible with this approach, and the demonstration of
useful ways to visualize, interpret and utilize the information
derived from the articulatory-phonetic categories. We build our
arguments in favor of this approach through a brief review of
the manner in which the human speech production process
relates to the speaker’s biometric parameters.
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A. The speech production process and biometric parameters

The human vocal tract can be viewed as a system of
dynamically configurable resonance chambers. Voice is the
acoustic signal we hear when the mechanical vibrations of
the vocal folds transform the aerodynamic energy of the air
expelled from the lungs into acoustic energy in the form of
sound waves. This excitation signal is further modulated into
the sound patterns characteristic of speech by the physical
movements of the vocal tract. The movements change the
shape and dimensions of the various resonant chambers of
the vocal tract, causing time-varying resonance patterns in the
acoustic signal. This sequence of resonance patterns in the
acoustic signal is perceived as (often) intelligible speech by
the listener. Each distinct pattern, supported by the articulatory
configuration of the vocal tract that produces it, is considered
to be a unique compositional unit of speech, or a phoneme.

In continuous intelligible speech, the articulators are re-
quired to move continuously as the speaker forms words and
sentences. During the production of continuous speech, the
vocal tract attempts to “flow” from the canonical configuration
for one phoneme to that of the next. The resonant characteris-
tics of the phoneme-specific configurations are governed by the
dynamics of the movement between different configurations,
the degree to which the articulators achieve the canonical
configuration for any phoneme, the excitation of the vocal
tract, and all of the other articulatory and acoustic phenomena
that affect the production of the phonemes.

All of these factors are known to be influenced by the
speaker’s physical and mental (biological) factors. Anthropo-
metric characteristics such as skeletal proportions, race, height,
body size etc. largely influence the voice by playing a role in
the placement of the glottis, length of vocal cords, relative
sizes and proportions of the resonance chambers in the vocal
tract etc. When a speaker enunciates different phonemes, all
of these structures act in concert, and the final speech signal
produced carries the signatures of the specific vocal tract
proportions, movements and configurations that the speaker
is able to produce for each phoneme. Each phoneme therefore
carries some evidence of all of these characteristics, except that
the evidence is reasonably expected to be expressed differently
for each phoneme.

The advantage of this reasoning is that it can be easily
extended to apply to other categories of speaker characteristics,
such as the speaker’s mental state. Factors that relate to a
person’s mental state affect the movement and locus of the
articulator configurations. This relationship is evident from
several older studies that show that different mental states
affect the body’s muscle agility and response times, including
that of the facial muscles, and by direct association, that of
the articulators e.g [2], [3]. In one of his early expositions,
Charles Darwin noted the relationship between emotion and
specific patterns of muscle activity, particularly in the face [4].
Currently there is a large body of literature on skeletal muscle
activity associated with psychological illnesses. Examples
include muscle agility changes with anxiety and depression

[5], with personality traits [6], etc. All of these effects are
expected to carry over to the articulators. Following the same
reasoning that we apply to a speaker’s physical state, we expect
different phonemes to also carry the signatures of the speaker’s
psychological state, and to express them differently from other
phonemes.

Based on this reasoning we expect that estimates of a
speaker’s person-specific parameters may presumably be re-
covered more reliably from appropriate phoneme-specific anal-
ysis of the individual phonemes.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: In Section
II we discuss some basic categorizations of speech from an
articulatory-phonetic perspective. With this in context, in Sec-
tion III we describe our approach for deriving anthropometric
evidence from speech recordings. In Section IV we present
experimental results in support of the proposed methodology.
This is followed by conclusions in Section V.

II. A REVIEW OF PHONEME CATEGORIZATIONS

Based on the commonalities and differences between the
articulator motions and configurations that produce them,
articulatory phonetics differentiates speech into phonemes,
its constituent compositional units, and further into several
categories grouped by specific articulator locations and vocal
fold activity. At the broadest level, phonemes are divided into
consonants, which include some kind of airflow obstruction
in the vocal tract, and vowels, which do not. These are briefly
described below.

A. Articulatory-phonetic categorization of consonants

Depending on the voicing, place and manner of articula-
tion, consonants are divided into several categories. These
are named based on the key articulators involved. Fig. 4
(which also doubles as a template for representing results in
the experimental section of this paper) lists these categories.
Articulators that are considered in this categorization include
the teeth, lips, hard palate, soft palate (velum), alveolar ridge,
tongue (front, back or middle/sides, i.e. apex, dorsum and
laminus respectively), uvula, glottis and pharynx. The list
of phonemes in Fig. 4 is limited to those found in North
American English, and also confined to the set of phonemes
we analyze for the work presented in this paper. Consonants
are further divided into two broad categories (not shown in
the table). These are the Obstruents, which include all Stops,
Affricates and Fricatives and are characterized by a significant
constriction or obstruction in the vocal tract; and the Sonorants
or Approximants which include the rest of the consonants, and
are characterized by a slight constriction of the vocal tract.
The key characteristics of the divisions named in Fig. 4 are
described below.

Phonemes that involve the active vibration of the vocal cords
are called Voiced phonemes, while those in which the vocal
cords do not vibrate are termed as Unvoiced. For the purpose
of this study, we focus on five categories of consonants based
on the manner of articulation: namely Plosives, Fricatives,
Affricates, Nasals, Liquids and Glides. The key characteristics
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associated with each of these are: Plosives: complete stoppage
of airflow, followed by sudden release of air; Fricatives:
creation of turbulent airstream; Affricates: contain the char-
acteristics of both plosives and fricatives; Nasals: complete
airflow obstruction and release through the nose; Liquids:
airflow along the sides or top of the tongue; Glides: stricture
between the roof of the mouth and the tongue. If the stricture
occurs such that air flows along the sides of the tongue, the
glide is called a Lateral glide. If the sound is more “r”-like,
the glide is called a Rhotic glide.

Depending on where in the vocal tract these key character-
istics are generated (e.g the location of the airflow obstruction
for a Plosive), the five categories above are further divided into
the following subcategories. The articulators that are involved
are indicated in parentheses: Bilabial (both lips), Labiodental
(Lips and teeth), Interdental (upper and lower teeth), Alveolar
(alveolar ridge), Palatal (hard and soft palate), Velar (Velum)
and Glottal (glottis).

B. Articulatory-phonetic categorization of vowels

The primary difference between vowels and consonants
is that in vowels there is no constriction of airflow in the
vocal tract, whereas in consonants there is some degree of
constriction somewhere in the vocal tract. Vowels are cat-
egorized based on their height (how high the tongue is),
backness (which part of the vocal tract is pivotal in its
production), laxness (rigidness or relaxedness of configuration)
and roundedness (whether or not the lips are rounded). Fig. 5
in the experimental section of this paper shows the standard
vowel categorization for North American English.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH TO ANTHROPOMETRY

Our methodology for the recovery of anthropometric at-
tributes from voice is based on training a bank of phoneme-
based predictors for each attribute measured, selecting a subset
of them based on statistical criteria, and combining their deci-
sions for a final prediction. Such “combination-of-predictors”
approaches for the prediction of attributes are fairly standard
in many different contexts in the machine learning literature,
including multimedia processing [7] and audio processing
[8]. What is novel about our approach is the utilization of
articulatory-phonetic criteria to create the predictors in the
mixture, and the specific mechanism for locating the right
segments of speech for feature extraction. We describe this
mechanism below.

A. A case for sub-phonetic features

Over the course of an utterance, spectral patterns vary con-
tinuously as the vocal tract transitions from the configuration
for one phoneme to that for the next, often blurring the
boundaries between them, resulting in a continuous, highly
variable signal with complex, never-exactly-repeated spectral
patterns. However, since the biophysical parameters of the
speaker are manifested in every part of the speech signal,
every section of these complex, never-repeated patterns is
affected by the speaker’s current biophysical state. Due to

the complex nature of the speech signal itself, therefore, it is
often difficult to distinguish between a biophysically-affected
pattern seen in one phonetic context, and a naturally occurring
pattern in another. As a result, signal measurements based on
overall characterizations of the signal will often show weak,
or no statistical relation to the speaker’s state, although these
relations may be locally evident in different portions of the
signal.

In order to effectively characterize the expression of bio-
physical parameters on the speech signal, it therefore becomes
necessary to focus on relatively stable sound structures that so
typify the underlying phoneme that their absence or modifi-
cation may change the perceived phoneme itself. Since the
nature or state of the speaker also affects the articulation
of these structures, the effect of the speaker’s biophysical
state/parameters on their expression can be isolated with
relatively lower ambiguity than from other, more variable parts
of the speech.

Such stable structures are generally phoneme-internal or
sub-phonetic features. Candidate sub-phonetic features include
voicing-onset time (VOT) [9], voicing offsets [10], onset of
pitch, phonetic loci, etc. Indeed, each of these features is
affected by different biophysical factors. For instance it is well
known that VOT is affected by neurological disorders [11]
and age [10], anomalies in onset of pitch are characteristic
of vocal cord paralysis, formant positions in loci are related
to age, body parameters [12], vocal tract shape [13] etc.
The challenge, however, is that not all sub-phonetic features
are affected by all biophysical factors. Possibly the most
“universally” affected feature is the phonetic locus, which we
briefly describe in the following subsection.

B. An HMM-based midstate-sharing technique using entropic
regularizers for deriving stable sub-phonetic measures

As noted above, phoneme expression tends to be af-
fected both by adjacent phonetic context [14] and longer-term
prosodic and expressive trends in the speech signal. In order to
isolate our measurements of the phonemes from the variability
introduced by these contextual and longer-term effects, we
must identify regions of each phoneme that are most invariant
to context or longer-term trends.

The locus theory of phonemes states that every phoneme
has a “locus”, corresponding to a canonical arrangement of
the vocal tract for that phoneme, and that the articulators
move towards it in the production of the phoneme [15]. In
continuous speech, the loci of phonemes may not be fully
reached as the articulators move continuously from one set
of configurations to another. Fig. 1 shows an example. While
the locus theory does not explain all the variations observed
in different instantiations of a phoneme, a key, valid insight
that may be derived from it is that the interior regions of
the phoneme that are representative of the locus are much
more invariant to contextual and longer-term effects than the
boundaries. The exact interior region that represents the locus
may, however, vary with the instance of the phoneme. It need
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not be at the center of the phoneme, and its position must be
carefully estimated.

Fig. 1. The sentence ”‘My name is Wintley”’ spoken by an adult male.
Note the long-term spectral patterns that flow continuously across the entire
utterance while moving towards different phoneme loci in the process. The
phoneme IH is marked . It coccurs in two different phonemic contexts, and
the influences can be seen at the beginning and end of the phoneme in each
instance.

Since we wish to extract context-invariant features from the
phoneme, we must identify this central “locus” segment and
extract features from it. However, since the actual position and
duration of this segment can vary significantly within each
instance of a phoneme, actually identifying this segment is
not a trivial task, and requires a sophisticated procedure.

We employ an HMM-based automatic speech recognition
system trained using a modified version of the Baum-Welch
algorithm for this segmentation. HMM-based large vocabulary
continuous speech recognition systems model speech through
context-dependent phonetic units called triphones. Each of
these is modeled by an HMM with multiple states. As is well
known, triphones are phonemes in context, many of which may
be similar across multiple triphones. In conventional HMM-
based speech recognition systems, the states of all HMMs are
therefore tied, i.e. the state-output probability distributions of
the HMMs are shared among the triphones corresponding to
any phoneme.

The HMMs must be trained on speech data for which word-
level, although not necessarily phonetic-level transcriptions are
available. The phoneme-level (if not provided) and state-level
segmentations are automatically derived during the training
process. However, in the absence of other constraints, there
is no assurance that any of the derived states will capture
the locus regions of the phonemes; additional constraints are
required to achieve consistent locus-region segmentations.

To achieve effective segmentation of locus regions, we
incorporate additional constraints into our model. We model
each triphone using a 3-state HMM. The “boundary” states
of these models are intended to capture context-dependent
variations of the phoneme, while the central state is intended
to model the locus segments. Since the locus segments of
different instances of a phoneme are expected to be very
similar in structure (independently of context), this conformity
is enforced by making the central states of all triphones of any
phoneme share a common distribution, eliminating context-
dependencies in the model for this state. We call this a
midstate-sharing technique.

In order to minimize the variance of the distribution of this
central “locus” state, we train the HMMs with a modified
Baum-Welch algorithm that incorporates an entropic regu-
larizer [16], which attempts to minimize the entropy of the
distribution representing the central state. The effect of this
regularization is to maximize the statistical similarity between
the feature vectors assigned to the central state of every
triphone. The details of the regularized training algorithm are
omitted here, and largely follow the developments in [16].
The CMU-sphinx speech recognition system was modified
for our experiments to include this. Figure 2 shows typical
segmentations that are achieved by the algorithm. Note the
similarity in the structure of the data in this state across the
different instances of the phoneme.

Fig. 2. State level segmentations for the phoneme AA in the American English
pronunciation of the word CART (K AA R T) and MOM (M AA M).

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed approach, we
apply it the deduction of height of speakers within the widely
used and publicly available TIMIT continuous speech database
[17], and to the estimation of age from the TIDigits database
[18]. Note that our experiments are only for illustrative pur-
poses, and we did not optimize the components used in them,
such as feature types and models, to obtain the best possible
performance. Nevertheless, we point out at the outset that the
results we obtain for height are the best reported for the TIMIT
database so far. The results we obtain from TIDigits have
not been reported in the literature, and we have no points
of comparison. We therefore only state them to the extent that
they are illustrative of our procedure.

The first step in both cases was to segment the databases
into their phonemic units. For this, we used the technique
discussed in Section III-B. We used 3-state left-to-right Bakis
topology HMMs for segmentation. These were trained on 5000
hours of clean speech data from a collection of standard speech
databases in English available from the Linguistic Data Con-
sortium. The training databases were parametrized using high-
temporal-resolution MFCC vectors [19]. These were computed
over 20ms analysis frames 200 times a second, to achieve a
temporal resolution of 5ms. The trained HMMs were finally
used to derive phoneme- and state-level segmentations of the
recordings. The region of the middle state of each phoneme
HMM was then taken to represent the locus region from which
features for the deduction of height and age could be derived.
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